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In This Issue ... 

08 Ask Mr. Roboto
Our resident expert on all things robotic.
with Eric Ostendorff
Television's B-9 robot from Irwin Allen's famous “Lost In
Space” show of the 1960s is often cited by hobbyists as an
inspiration to build a robot. One of its most endearing traits
was its ability to speak. So, just how hard is it to add voice
to your DIY robot?

12 Distortions Unlimited: Where
Monsters Positively Exist 
Animatronics for the Do-It-Yourselfer
by Steve Koci
If these folks look familiar, it’s likely you saw them back in
2011 on the Travel Channel TV show, “Making Monsters.”
The fine folks at Distortions Unlimited really know how to
bring creep creatures to life, and I got the chance to watch
it happen! 

30 Boost Your Creativity with
LEGO
by Dave Prochnow
We take the new BOOST programmable brick by LEGO for a
test drive. Is it a valid replacement for MINDSTORMS or is it
a powerful stepping stone in robot building? In this review,
we put the new system through its paces and see how it
compares to the robotics flagship of the LEGO family.

35 The Lynxmotion Quadrino
Nano Flight Controller 
The Multi-Rotor Hobbyist
by John Leeman
I was thrilled when RobotShop offered to let me evaluate
their Lynxmotion Quadrino Nano flight controller module.
This flight controller hits many of the check boxes for most
hobbyists in a tiny package. We will unbox and install the
Quadrino on our homebuilt quad, and play with some of the
settings to get into the air.

44 Simulating a Swarm
by John Blankenship
It’s wonderful if you can afford to buy a fleet of high-tech
robots to experiment with swarm behavior, but if you can’t,
there are simulators that allow you to experiment for free.
Using RoboBASIC, you can explore swarm behavior
anywhere you have spare time and a computer.

48 Punkin Chunker V: Season of
the Linear Servo
Twin Tweaks: Twin brothers hack stuff & write about it.
by Bryce and Evan Woolley
Just like the inevitable new entry in the perennial horror
movie franchise of the day, another October means another
punkin chunkin robot. This year, our project is something
that we have been seeking for a long time: a simple and
effective solution for linear motion.

54 Interfacing an FPGA PMOD
Sensor with the Digilent ARTY
FPGA Board — Part 3
by Steven Howell
In this third and final part of our series, we show how the
final bitstream can be downloaded to the ARTY board, and
the Xilinx hardware debugger used to observe the data
results coming from the PMOD sensors. 

59 Unique Robots Over the
Years
Then & Now: Advances in robotics from the past up
through today.
by Tom Carroll
Underwater robots, entertainment robots, farming robots,
promotional robots — there seems to be no limit to the jobs
envisioned for robots to do. Check out these new and
improved bots that build on past designs.
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Despite my love of modern
technology, I’m old
school in many ways. I
shave with a straight

razor, wear a mechanical watch, use
a circa 1940 Singer sewing machine
to repair my clothes, and iron my own
shirts. 

Still, I do my best to keep up with
what’s out there, in terms of best
practices. You can’t innovate in
robotics — or any other field for that
matter — if you aren’t familiar with
the best methods in current use.

Take ironing. At first glance, it’s a
fairly simple, boring task that involves
sweeping an iron of the appropriate
temperature over a wrinkled garment
while avoiding buttons and the front
placard. Even so, it’s a task beyond
what I’m aware of in current robotics.

For example, the robot iron —
designed as part of Columbia
University’s impressive Laundroid
project (see SERVO, June 2016, p. 17)
— can at best iron a plain sheet of
material one small area at a time.
Identifying and appropriately ironing
the collar, sleeves, buttons, and other
key structures of a shirt are beyond
this or any other ironing robot.

As pointed out in the SERVO
article, robotic ironing is a very
challenging task. This may not be the

last word, however.
My local dry cleaner/tailor uses a

small handheld iron for touchups
after small mending jobs. For ordinary
button-up long sleeve shirts, she uses
a hot air ironing system that
completely finishes a shirt in less than
a minute.

To iron a shirt, she clamps a
damp shirt into the device, sealing off
the collar, cuffs, front, and bottom. A
blast of hot air instantly fills, dries,
and smooths the fabric of the shirt,
akin to a cloth balloon — all without a
hot iron touching and wearing down
the fabric.

Now, if I were going to devise an
ironing robot for the commercial
market, I’d start with one of these
hot air ironing systems. Forget the AI
and image recognition to identify the
wrinkles.

No, I’d develop a system to
automate the clamping of the shirt
into the ironing machine, as well as a
system to remove the shirt and either
hang it or fold it appropriately.

It’s the same with any other
robotic automation task. Aside from
the obvious educational experience,
why waste years of effort only to
supplant a technology that is no
longer current?

If your goal is commercial

Automate Best Practices
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OCTOBER

14-15 CalGames
Evergreen High School, San Jose, CA
FIRST-based student robotics contest.
www.wrrf.org

14-15 Sparkfun Autonomous Vehicle Competition
Denver, CO
Autonomous ground and air robot contest.
http://avc.sparkfun.com

27-29 Critter Crunch
Hyatt Regency Tech Center, Denver, CO
Autonomous and remote control robot combat.
www.milehicon.org

NOVEMBER

4 Bloomington Robotics Club Contest
Bloomington, IN
Events include Mini-Sumo, Pick & Place, Robot Maze, and
RoboHockey.
http://sites.google.com/
site/bloomingtonroboticsclub

7-11 Latin American Robotics Competitions
Curitiba, Paraná, Brazil
Events include Brazilian Robotics Competition, Robocup Brazil Open,
and the IEEE Latin American Robotics Contest.
www.cbrobotica.org

11 DPRG RoboRama
Dallas, TX
See website for event list.
www.dprg.org

17-19 All Japan MicroMouse Contest
Shibaura Institute of Technology, Minato-ku
Tokyo, Japan
Events include Micromouse Classic, Micromouse Half-size, and
Robotrace.
www.ntf.or.jp/mouse
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success, then the bottom line is to
know the best practices in the area
you’re attempting to automate with

robotics. As with my example of
ironing, it could be as simple as
visiting a local service provider. SV
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Q. I’d like my robot to make some sound effects and
talk. Where do I start?

Judith Campbell
Miami, FL

A. Excellent! Adding sounds and/or speech to a robot
is useful and can really bring it to life. Let’s start off
easy. Even simple beeps are useful for giving audible

feedback from a robot. Most any processor can be
programmed to play beeps or a tune using commands like
TONE, SOUND, or FREQOUT. Here’s an Arduino playing
various tones: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qCSLD3qD75c.

You can find code on the Web for many different
processors and tunes, and play
them through a small piezo or
amplified speaker. Specifying a
tune sequence consumes
program memory. A notable
exception is the PICAXE 08M2
which has four built-in tunes:
Happy Birthday; Jingle Bells;
Silent Night; and Rudolph the

Red Nosed Reindeer. Great for beginners, the command is
simply PLAY pin, tune. Many years ago, I built a fairly
complex electromechanical game prototype using a BASIC
Stamp 2 to control motors and generate all the electronic
sounds. You can see it at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v= NDcNmoZjgA8. Most of the program space
was taken up with various loops and FREQOUT commands.

These days, I’d call that the long way around, but it
serves to show that (with patience) even a simple processor
can make a variety of sounds.

Regular speakers require a constant audio signal to
create audible output. Generating sound is a “blocking
command” for many processors, as no other processing can
go on until the sound stops. So, even generating a simple
steady beep stops everything. (Pretty annoying!)

One workaround I like to
use is a tiny 11 cent beeper.
Search “mini ACTIVE buzzer” on
eBay; for instance
#142211794545, 10 for $1.13.
Figure 2 shows these tiny
devices, just 7/16” diameter and
5/16” tall. It’s a self-contained
electromechanical beeper,

by Eric Ostendorff
Our resident expert on all things robotic 

is merely an email away. 
roboto@servomagazine.com

Tap into the sum of all human knowledge and get your questions
answered here! From software algorithms to material selection,
Mr. Roboto strives to meet you where you are — and what more
would you expect from a complex service droid?

Ask Mr. Roboto

Figure 2.

Warning, Warning! A big Roboto shoutout to
Television’s B-9 “BubbleHeaded Boobie” — everyone’s
favorite wise-cracking robot from the 1960s shown in

Figure 1. Episode #1 of Lost in Space states that October 16,
1997 was the original launch date of Jupiter 2, so we’re rapidly
approaching the 20th anniversary of Irwin Allen’s vision of the
future.

I was five years old when this series started in 1965, and
the show was a staple of my youth. “Robot” (as everyone called
it) was designed by Bob Kinoshita, who had also designed
Robby the Robot from Forbidden Planet. Sharp-eyed roboticists
can easily spot several similarities between the two.

Both robots appeared together in the LIS episode “War of
the Robots” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
9WGYGXjkKrk). And who can forget, “Trip Through the
Robot” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zN2jrpLfT9Y).
Finally, just for fun, here’s a video of “The Challenge,” showing
Kurt Russell looking even younger than he did in the opening
scene of “Guardians of the Galaxy 2” at https://www.you
tube.com/ watch?v=d_TZq2MsEDc.

Now, let’s dive in to our question of the month.

Figure 1.
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Your robotic problems solved here.

To post comments on this article and find any associated files and/or
downloads, go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/10. 

emitting a continuous LOUD high pitch beep on 5 VDC,
sounding much like a smoke alarm. (Hams: Here’s the
simplest Morse code practice oscillator circuit ever!)

The beeper draws under 20 mA when powered directly
by a 5V Stamp or PICAXE pin; this is right at the limit, but
fine for intermittent use. I just saw a 3.3V version (eBay
#122396557078), but I haven’t tried those yet; they may
draw higher current. (Note that there are lookalike mini
PASSIVE buzzers on eBay which do not self-oscillate.)

These active beepers are so small, cheap, and useful
that I never build a board without one. It’s usually the first
part I solder onto a new board since it’s nice to hear a beep
or two on powerup. From my experience, this is more
useful for output than an LED status indicator. Also, they
make an occasional beep to remind you if you left the
power on!

Again, simply apply 5 VDC using HIGH or LOW to
generate sound, then move on in your program. I prefer to
connect mine active LOW since most MCU pins can sink
more current than they can source. Better safe than sorry!
These can be toggled within your program to give a cricket-
like status sound to indicate how fast a loop is occurring.

In this video, the line follower toggles the beeper each
time the laser sensor is sampled: https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=Q5tBp2_Ya0Y. If desired, more
complex sounds can be generated by sending simple
SOUND or FREQOUT commands to the beeper. Check out
https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=ggah 9mkvx-U
and https://www.you tube.com/watch?v=WBJq
6RZhOvw.

Regarding speech, there are some
old-school voice synthesis chips which
really sound robotic. I wrote about the
then-new RoboVoice chip in my very
first SERVO article in November 2012.
It’s a modern 3.3V dsPIC version of
the 1980’s SP0256 speech chip. It’s
VERY robotic sounding with built-in
text-to-speech algorithms; it also has a
few sound effects built in. You can
see some of my RoboVoice demos at
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=624cmIr5qBs and
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v= vcuYXErG4Qs.

The speech is good but not
perfect, and regularly needs some
“funneee sspehleeng” to pronounce
some words properly, but that’s all
part of the fun. Download the SP0256
emulator for PCs from www.speech
chips.com/shop/item.aspx
?itemid=13 to hear the sounds

generated. Ken Lemieux owns and runs Speechships.com.
He’s currently not making RoboVoice chips, but if enough
people ping his website, maybe we can pull him back in.
His chip is much simpler to wire up than the original 1980’s
versions.

Speaking of which, I’ve noticed a glut of cheap SP0256
voice chips popping up from eBay China; #201862134717
is one — under $3 shipped! Tempting, but its authenticity is
uncertain, and it can be a scavenger hunt to round up the
oddball 3.12 MHz crystal and companion CTS256 text-to-
speech chip. RadioShack sold authentic parts long ago
which can also be found on eBay; look for a large GI
(General Instruments) logo on the chip.

Be prepared for LOTS of wiring with these 28-pin chips.
Truly a labor of love and rite of passage for the purists
among us. I have a drawerful of these vintage parts for a
“someday” build. If I ever get a snow day here in Los
Angeles ...

Another pinnacle of 1980’s speech technology was the
Votrax SC-01. This chip is currently much harder to find
than an SP0256. Votrax chips were used in arcade games
and various computer products, including Heathkit’s Hero 1
and Jr. robots. Speech quality is better than the SP0256;
there’s a demo at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=H7GLSQ-ZRts you can check out.

You can find more info on various speech chips at
www.redcedar.com/sc01.htm, and there’s an online
Votrax emulator at http://real-votrax.no-ip.org.

The “Cadillac” of modern speech modules is the EMIC-
2, which generates amazing sounding speech. It costs ~$60
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from various sellers and is definitely more intelligible than
SP0256 or Votrax chips. Emic-2 designer, Joe Grand posted
a most excellent rendition of “Daisy” at https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=vDElgpRNjeY. This amazing chip
has nine different voices, dynamic control, and an onboard
audio amplifier to drive a speaker directly. The 5V module
uses 9600 baud serial communication. Take a look at the
user manual at https://www.parallax.com/sites/
default/files/downloads/30016-Emic-2-Text-To-Speech-
Documentation-v1.2.pdf.

If you prefer to record and play back a specific voice or
sound effect, many electronic record/playback chips are
available. For example, $1 greeting card types have a built-
in microphone to record a single 10 second phrase;
playback is triggered by a pushbutton or potentially a micro
pin. Fancier $6+ types can store multiple phrases and be
selectively triggered using several micro pins, but the
recording chip onboard memory is limited and there are
tradeoffs between sound quality and duration.

A better speech option is to use a processor-controlled
MP3 player to select high quality sound files stored on a

micro SD card. Arduino users can simply “plug & play” with
the $35 Adafruit MP3 shield available at https://www.
amazon.com/Adafruit-Music-Maker-Shield-
Arduino/dp/B00SDTE380.

My cheaper DIY approach is shown in two different
configurations in Figures 3 and 4, consisting of a $3 MP3
player module and a Dollar Tree amplified speaker.
(Hoarders like me will nab several of those speakers shown
in Figure 5 for this and other projects. They have a beefy
2” PM speaker and a 3W TI LM4871 amplifier
[www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/lm4871.pdf].)

You can see my demos at https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=k5fJ9vGApD4 and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7b_GVqg4jcI.

The Catalex/YX5300 UART serial MP3 music player
module (Figure 6, search eBay #112042307835) accepts
micro SD/SDHC cards up to 32 GB, and plays sound files in
MP3/WAV formats. I cut holes in the plastic case to access
the micro SD cards. Download the user manual from
http://geekmatic.in.ua/pdf/Catalex_MP3_board.pdf.

The voltage range is 3.2V-5.2V, which is perfect for
both 3.3V and 5V systems.
The wide range also means
that these modules are
great for unregulated
battery-powered systems
using three AA or AAA
batteries. Keep It Simple,
Stupid (KISS)!

Per the manual, format
the SD card as FAT16 or
FAT32 with folders named
01, 02, 03, etc. Within
those folders, individual
MP3/WAV files are stored
with file names like
001xxx.mp3, 002xxx.mp3,

10 SERVO 10.2017

Figure 5.

Figure 4.

Figure 3.

Figure 6.
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003xxx.mp3, etc., where xxx = any text. Commands are
sent from the micro to the RX pin at 9600 baud, 8, 1, N,
True.

It’s not necessary to connect the module’s TX pin,
unless you want to get “file finished” signals. Serial
commands from the user manual are shown in Figure 7.
The same format is used for all commands; numbers are
in hex notation. There’s an Arduino sketch at
http://www.amazingtips247.co.uk/2015/11/how-to-
play-sound-tracks-with-catalex.html.

The BASIC Stamp 2 and PICAXE code is more
compact. Here are the individual respective commands to
play file 003xxx.mp3 in folder 01:

BASIC Stamp 2: SEROUT 15,84,
[$7E,$FF,$06,$0F,$00,$01,$03,$EF]
PICAXE: SEROUT C.2,T9600_8,
($7E,$FF,$06,$0F,$00,$01,$03,$EF)

BOLD RED numbers are the “constants.” All
commands start with 7E,FF; all commands have a central
00; and all commands end in EF. In this example, 06 =
total number of values in the command string, ignoring
initial 7E and terminating EF. Use 0F = operator to play a
specified folder# and file#; 01 = folder 01; 03 = sound
file 003xxx.mp3. Note that 06 (number of command values)
stays 06 unless you use operator 21 to specify multiple files
to played sequentially.

Always remember that the MP3 module has its own
slave microcontroller. On power-up, it should be given a half
second to boot up before the master controller sends any
commands to it. Initialize it with the reset command 0C,
followed by a half second pause; then use command 09 to
specify utilizing the micro SD card. Include another pause
before sending any play commands.

Once a sound file starts playing, the MP3’s slave
controller will play it all the way to the end unless stopped
by the master controller. A new play command will
interrupt the current song.

The MP3 player module outputs stereo sound, which is
dumbed down to mono within this small speaker amp. If
you need stereo for a project, then — by all means — use
two speakers, whether nice amplified computer speakers or
two of these mini speaker balls. Obviously, most music
MP3s come in stereo format for better sound.

Alternatively, you could record two different sides of a
conversation on the L/R channels to recreate this epic
showdown between B-9 and his brother, Robby:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ov6svgh8sSQ.
You could certainly fit lots of B-9 robot quips on a 32 GB
micro SD card! For starters, visit www.soundboard.com
/sb/Lost_in_space_robot which has many memorable
sound bytes.

Finally, real B-9 fans will recall that the B-9 robot could
shoot high voltage sparks (lightning) from his claws. What
if we could have it all — a robot project combining sound

AND high voltage sparks? All for $5!!!! Well sort of.
A musical Tesla coil kit is shown in Figure 8 and can be

found at www.ebay.com/itm/202016557636. See the
video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GdhTVwSygqo. Okay, maybe the sound isn’t
spectacular and it requires a LOT of power, but it’s great to
see the pieces of this retro future are actually starting to
come together in dramatic fashion.

So, happy 20th anniversary to Robots and Robinsons
alike!

That’s all for now, earth creatures. 
As always, please send your emails and questions to

roboto@servomagazine.com. We’ll see you next time. SV
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Figure 8.

Figure 7.
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II
recently had the extraordinary opportunity to
visit the fine folks at Distortions Unlimited. While
on vacation in Denver, CO, I was able to
convince my wife that I needed to spend a day
touring their facility. Ed Edmunds and Marcia

Taub-Edmunds — the owners of Distortions Unlimited —
were gracious hosts and allowed me virtually unlimited
access. The entire staff was helpful and cooperative,
and answered all my questions without hesitation.
Their willingness to share methods and techniques was
extremely refreshing.

I found the staff gathered around a table when I
arrived for my tour — just like when I used to watch them
on their Travel Channel show, Making Monsters (Figure 2).
Unfortunately, not everyone pictured was here when I was.
I missed seeing Adam and Ryan Taub (yes, the kids are
involved too) — the video, graphic design, and production
duo. Oh well, I may need to go back for another visit!

I was familiar with the products they produced, but like
so many other fans, I first got to know them through
watching them on the TV series which began in 2011. As
creators, we are always looking for new inspiration and this
show certainly delivered it! They not only allowed us behind
the scenes to see the entire build process, but granted us a
peek into their lives.

Unlike other TV reality shows I have seen, this one’s

primary focus was not on the “drama,” but was centered
on the promised title of Making Monsters. The show was
both instructional and entertaining — a rare commodity on
TV these days. I miss the opportunity to satisfy my prop
building fix each week, even if I was only watching the
show instead of building myself!

Although the series is no longer on the air, you can still
find episodes on Amazon and YouTube (see Resources). If
you would like to see more of the adventures that happen
in this magical place, I suggest you check them out.

Where It All Started
Distortions Unlimited has been in the Halloween

amusement and animatronic business since 1978. Ed has
come a long way from his early mask making days to now

October is here — my favorite time of

year — and Halloween is just around the

corner! I thought it would be the

perfect way to celebrate the holiday by

showcasing one of the top prop shops

in the country (Figure 1).

Distortions Unlimited:
Where Monsters
Positively Exist
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Figure 1. Nothing says Halloween like pumpkins!

Figure 2. Gathered around the strategy planning table.

Take a Guided Tour ...

By Steve Koci
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supplying a loyal following with masks and props. Many of
their products are also distributed by Morris Costume — the
huge costume, mask, and prop vendor.

Ed and Marcia — who have been married since 1992
— enjoy a well-deserved reputation as a company that
creates quality products (Figure 3). Their customer service
is second to none and sets the standard for others to
follow. In addition, they are willing to share their methods
by creating and sharing a wide selection of tutorial videos
(see Resources). 

Many companies will try to hold all their secrets close
to their chest, unwilling to share. Ed and Marcia
understand that some of their customers and fans want
to be able to build some things themselves. What a great
attitude to have knowing that by helping other creators,
you are also building a loyal following of future
customers!

Making It All Happen
I was fortunate enough to meet most of the

Distortions crew. With a small staff, everyone must be
able to handle multiple tasks and have a wide skill set.
The enjoyment they get from their work appears to be
contagious (Figure 4)! They must like it here as they have
been around for up to 20 years!

Constructing the Framework
I spent the majority of my time picking the brain of

Mike Glover — the master mechanic at Distortions (Figure
5 and Figure 6). His domain includes a full machine shop
and a huge supply of parts. His vast experience allows
him to design and create an appropriate device that will
give life to any of the creations that spring forth from the
creative minds here.

To post comments on this article and find any
associated files and/or downloads, go to
www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/
issue/2017/10.

DIY Animatronics

Figure 5. Mike can build the correct
mechanism to make it move.

Figure 4. When work is fun, it is no longer work!

Figure 3. You never know who will
join Ed and Marcia in the shop.

Figure 6. The shop has
all the cool tools.
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To aid in the construction of the wide range of
required mechanisms, Mike has created templates
that he uses in the many different props. This allows
him to easily instruct anyone who is brought in to
assist him on how to properly construct each
mechanism (Figure 7).

No job is too big for these master builders! They
relish in the challenge of creating new props whether
large or small (Figure 8 and Figure 9).

In order to boost the success of my visit, they
invited their knowledgeable pneumatic vendor, Mike
Etling, to stop by as well. Mike represents Fiero Fluid
Power, Inc., which distributes Bimba products (see
Resources). I have had the opportunity to use some
of their line, and have been impressed with their
reliability and quality.

While not the cheapest option available, they are
worth the small added expense. They offer many
features not found on less expensive products. When

building our mechanisms, it is desirable to utilize quality
products in order to minimize maintenance down the
road.

A couple of things I especially appreciate is the
ability to purchase solenoids that work at low wattages.
This allows me to operate them reliably when using my
chosen microcontrollers.

Another feature is the self-cleaning done by the
solenoids. They remove the impurities found in
pneumatic systems instead of allowing them to be
flushed down the line, contaminating and ultimately
clogging the solenoid.

Molding and Casting
Although I am comfortable discussing the fine

points of creating the mechanisms, I marvel at the
artistry required to sculpt and mold the bodies and
masks that are created here.

Mondo’s domain is downstairs where he and his
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RESOURCES
Distortions — http://bit.ly/Distsculpt

Making Monsters — http://bit.ly/DistMM

Distortions Tutorials on YouTube —

http://bit.ly/DistYT

Fiero Fluid Power, Inc. — http://bit.ly/FieroFl

Transworld Halloween & Attractions Show —

http://bit.ly/tranworld

Ryobi Glue Gun — http://bit.ly/RybGG

My YouTube channel — http://bit.ly/Halstaff

My Website — http://bit.ly/Hauntechdiy

DIY Animatronics Forum — http://bit.ly/SrvoDIY
Figure 9. They can build anything — from little green aliens to 

big green monsters.

Figure 8. Who doesn’t like dinosaurs?

Figure 7. Templates save time and frustration.
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brother, Mod prepare the molds, pour them, and prepare
them for painting. There were poured molds in various
stages of curing everywhere! I wonder how much material
they go through each month?

The number of molds that have been created was
unbelievable (Figure 10). Everything from alligators to
zombies can be found here. Having the opportunity to
wander around and admire all the different creations was
motivating. What could I build if I had access to them?

I Can Make That Happen
In every successful organization, you can find that

person who is always willing to lend a hand to ensure that
any necessary jobs get completed.

Whether it is ensuring that the customers are happy,
making sure props are properly costumed, or an order is
complete and ready to ship on time, Janene Johnson is
available to make it happen (Figure 11).

Sculpting
In high volume times, professional sculptors are

brought in to help. These have included such well-known
talents as Jordu Schell, Mikey Rotella, and John Lorenzia.
Having the ability to draw from such accomplished artists
has allowed for the creation of some amazing characters
(Figure 12)!

Bringing Them to Life
It is not enough to design, sculpt, mold, and pour a

creature; it still must be painted before it is allowed out of
the shop. This job primarily falls to Ed. His skills do not only
include being a fantastic sculptor, but his painting skills are
impressive as well (Figure 13). The electronics then need to
be added to the animatronics in order for them to actually
come to life.
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Figure 11. Janene’s roles include jobs throughout 
the shop.

Figure 10. From body parts to full creatures, Mondo has a
mold for it.

Figure 13. Paint brings life to latex. Figure 12. Guest sculptor, Jordu Schell showing off
his skills.

DIY Animatronics
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Preliminary programming is included, but this can
always be changed by the customer to better fit their
theme or to make changes from year to year. The project is
not complete until the programming is done (Figure 14).

Efficiency is Key
Highly efficient methods have been created to produce

a tremendous number of props in the shortest possible
time. The paint room, for example, is set up to allow for a
large number of creatures to be painted at the same time
(Figure 15). They take every opportunity to streamline the

build process without
sacrificing quality.

It’s Showtime!
If your travel plans do

not include a visit to
Denver, you still have
plenty of opportunities to
see the products. Ed and

Marcia, along with other members of the crew can be
found displaying at many of the Halloween trade shows
around the country.

I had the pleasure of first meeting Ed and Marcia at
the huge Transworld Halloween trade show in St. Louis (see
Resources). These events are an outstanding opportunity
for them to showcase their products to the industry and get
feedback to help them improve their line. Customers get to
rub elbows with the makers of the products they purchase.
This personal touch helps build the bond with their clients
instead of only having an online business relationship
(Figure 16).

Hey, I Think I Know Him!
Their clientele includes more than just the casual

Halloween fan. You can find their products in professional
haunted houses around the world. They also do custom
projects for numerous well-known celebrities including Dick
Van Dyke and Alice Cooper (Figure 17). Their services are
in high demand by anyone looking for reliable and realistic
scare figures.

If It’s Monsters
You Want

The Monster of the
Month Club was a
wonderful program that
Distortions just wrapped
up after two years. It
allowed members to
receive a surprise original
limited edition mask every
month (Figure 18). 

These were crafted by
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Figure 17. Distortions’ popularity
extends far and wide.

Figure 16. Visiting with
friends on the show floor.

Figure 15. Has anyone seen my head?

Figure 18. Who would not want one of these to show 
up in their mailbox?

Figure 14. The end is in sight; it is
time for programming.
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the fine sculptors at Distortion Unlimited and included a
wide variety of different monsters. Each creature came
complete with its own biography — straight from the mind
of its creator! 

Since the molds were destroyed after the subscriber’s
run, the masks became collectibles right away.

This is no longer offered, but there is something
exciting on the horizon. The new iteration — Monster of the
Shadows — will be an individually purchased item instead of
a monthly subscription like Monster of the Month was. 

Only three or four masks will be made available a year,
and will remain secret until after the masks are shipped.

Like the previous offering, the molds will be destroyed
after the production run making them instant collectables.
The ordering deadlines are strict, so do not delay in signing
up if you are interested. Watch their website for more
information on this outstanding opportunity to own one of
these fantastic creations.

Is that Man or Machine?
One of the most innovating and exciting line of props

are the Shocktronics — a combination of an animatronic
and a live actor (Figure 19). 

When triggered, the prop begins its animatronic
routine before a live actor leaps from the scene. The effect
is fantastic and always seems to be successful in producing
a startled victim! 

This combination shows just how effective animatronics
can be when used in conjunction with live actors.

A Tale of Two Companies
After having the opportunity to visit both Legacy

Effects and Distortions Unlimited, it has been eye-opening
for me to see the contrasts between the methods and
objectives of each company. Although they both build
animatronics, they approach their efforts in entirely
different ways. If you would like to read more about the
incredible work done at Legacy Effects, please check out
my article in the August issue of SERVO Magazine.

Legacy Effects produces fantastic characters that can
uncannily appear to actually be alive. The stringent
requirements that each character must meet in order to
play their role is extensive. They are able to do this because
of their huge staff of talented creators from many different
specialties.

The budget and time they have to create each
character is enormous in comparison to that available to
Distortions Unlimited. Before I hear back from my friends at
Legacy, let me say this: I do know for a fact that there is
never enough time or money to suit a true character
creator. It does not matter if you are making something for
the newest hit movie or for your local haunted house; we
all wish we had more of both!

Legacy may produce several different versions of a
particular character to meet the needs of the producer.
Their creations need to perform flawlessly for the camera,
but once the shot is complete, they may not ever be
needed again. That is unless a sequel comes along!

Companies such as Distortions that supply the vast

Figure 19. Be prepared for the
unexpected when checking 

these props out!
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Tips and Tricks
I want to share another hot glue gun tool with you this month. Oftentimes,

when working on a project, I am building without easy access to power. This
restricts the use of my power tools, so I am always looking for battery powered
options.

Seeing as glue guns use a considerable amount of power, I didn’t expect to
find a satisfactory cordless model. Fortunately, a suitable solution is now
available. Ryobi has come out with a 18V cordless glue gun (Figure A). It’s
available without the battery at under $30 (see Resources). If you are not already
invested in the Ryobi line of products, you will need to purchase a battery and
charger separately.

I was skeptical about the
performance of a cordless
glue gun, but since I already
had the battery and charger,
I felt it was worth the
gamble. After using mine
several times, I must say that
I am impressed! It heats up
and works as well as my
corded model without being
tied to an extension cord.
Not only are you no longer
tied to an outlet, but there is
no cord to tangle and get in
your way when working!

This tool has worked
flawlessly for me and has
found a permanent spot in
my toolbox.

Figure A.
The Ryobi
cordless

glue gun is
a keeper!
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desire for all things scary must operate on a different scale.
They must stay on top of the current hot items and provide
them in large numbers. In order to continue to dominate
the field, they have to constantly devise new products that
will appeal to their wide audience.

Unlike the creations that come from Legacy Effects, we
have the ability to own for ourselves the characters that are
created at Distortions Unlimited. I’m sure there is someone
out there that can afford to take home those from Legacy,
but they are definitely out of my price range!

Both of these companies should be commended for
keeping the art of practical effects alive. Digital effects have
their place, but I will always be a fan of a character that I
can actually see and touch!

Closing Thoughts
After spending several hours on the shop floor, I had a

chance to sit down with Ed and Marcia, and discuss how
they saw our industry advancing in the future. Their
revelations were enlightening and encouraging as they fall
right in line with my thoughts.

Providing life-like props at a cost that is in reach of their
customers is a difficult balancing act. They understand that
the industry is calling for props that portray more realism as
haunters continue to become more sophisticated.

The quality and complexity now possible is incredible,
but they are limited in how much they can add and still sell
products at a reasonable cost. The challenge is to design a
variety of products that push the limits, but do so in a way
that allows all interested consumers to find something that
fits their budget.

Time to Return to Reality
Before I was ready, it was time to say goodbye. My visit

exceeded my expectations and I thoroughly enjoyed it! It
recharged my batteries and I cannot wait to get back to
building my own props. If you would like to see the full line
of products available from Distortions Unlimited, be sure to
visit their website (see Resources). You can also follow them
on Facebook to keep up-to-date on their current projects.

As I was leaving the shop floor to head for home, I
asked to get a final picture of Ed and Marcia. I had planned
for a straightforward shot of the two of them, maybe
standing next to one of their favorite monsters. They had
other plans. They made a bee line directly to one of their
newer creations and were quickly in character, ready for
their close-up! I think their reaction to my request clearly
sums up how enthusiastic they are for this profession they
have chosen. They are positively the wizards behind the
curtain that bring the monsters from our nightmares to life
(Figure 20)!

If you have any questions or thoughts on building your
own DIY animatronics, please post a comment in our forum
thread (see Resources). Also, if you have any suggestions
on topics you would be interested in seeing covered here,
please post that as well. I am always looking for new areas
to explore!

Until next month, MAY THE PASSION TO BUILD BE
WITH YOU!  SV

Figure 20. It’s all fun and games until someone 
loses their head!

412-491-4638
www.SpiderHillPropWorks.com

Scan to visit our site
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TRACKING BOXES WITH DRONES

Boxes are basically everywhere.The United States
Postal Service shipped 5.2 billion packages in

2016, while Amazon shipped one billion packages just
for the holidays. 

Keeping track of all these boxes can be a real
nightmare. Retailers, shipping companies, and
manufacturers are always looking for better ways to
manage inventory. In recent years, they’ve begun using
RFID tags to track boxes from warehouses to trucks
to retail stores and then to customer’s homes.  

Unfortunately, RFID tags aren’t exactly perfect. At
virtually every step, employees must scan each tag
with an RFID reader. These scans must be done at
close range because RFID tags harness power from
the signal the reader transmits to them.

Recently, researchers have started to investigate
other ways for these industries to trace items,
including systems that can snap photos of labels or identify
shipments by other visual cues. However, an MIT group
thinks they have an even better answer.

A team led by Fadel Adib — a principal investigator at
the MIT Media Lab — attached an RFID relay to a drone
that he says could fly around and scan all the RFID tags on
every box in a warehouse, and transmit that information
back to a reader.

Using their prototype, the RFID tags and reader can be
placed up to 50 meters apart. The system can also correctly
record the location of a box to within a meter at the 50
meter range. At shorter ranges, it can pinpoint a box’s
location to within 19 centimeters.

In telecommunications, relays are commonly used to
boost signals from a cell tower to reach customers on the

edge of a service area. The MIT group is the first to apply
this concept to RFID tags and execute it with a drone. 

Eventually, Adib wants to create a daisy chain of drones
that can relay information to one another and forward it to
multiple readers.

For now, the test system consists of a single drone that
forwards a signal from an RFID reader to a tag. The tag uses
some of the energy from that signal to power itself, and also
encodes its identifier on the signal before sending it back. The
drone then forwards that signal on to the reader which
decodes the identifier.

For the project, the group used a $499 Parrot BEBOP 2
drone and Alien Squiggle passive RFID tags, which cost 12
cents apiece. 

GETTING PERSISTENT

Neato Robotics is introducing a new flagship robot
vacuum that offers a significant advancement:

persistent, actionable maps. Like its predecessors, the D7
uses a LIDAR sensor to create a map of your house as it
goes, but now, the robot will remember that map and allow
you to interact with it. 

Neato is starting off simple with what you’ll be able to
do (like defining no-go zones), but it’s an incredibly powerful
feature that’s necessary for the future of all home robots.

bots

IN BRIEF
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MY FAVORITE MARTIAN

When Yoichi Masuda set out to design a new legged robot, he found
inspiration in the Martian Tripods from the classic sci-fi novel, The

War of the Worlds, by H.G. Wells. A three-legged configuration seems to
offer some advantages when it comes to walking and balancing, and
Masuda became curious about the absence of three-legged animals in
nature. Are there evolutionary factors that explain why we haven’t seen
any? If three-legged creatures existed, could there be a universal principle
of walking locomotion common for bipeds, tripeds, and quadrupeds? To
explore those questions, Masuda and his colleagues at Osaka University
built a three-legged robot named Martian.

TIME FOR A TURTLEBOT UPGRADE

Clearpath Robotics (in partnership with Intel and iRobot) is announcing
the newest member of the TurtleBot family: the TurtleBot Euclid. The TB

Euclid (TBe) features an iRobot Create 2 mobile base, along with a shiny new
Intel Euclid sensing and computing module. It’s designed to be both easier to
use and cheaper than the original Turtlebot 2.

The first thing you’ll notice is the swap-out of the TB2’s Kobuki mobile
base for the Create 2. You may recall that Kobuki was specifically designed to
be the perfect mobile base for the Turtlebot 2, and as such comes with all
kinds of switches and buttons and ports. For many users (especially new
folks), however, all that stuff seems like overkill that just adds to the cost of
the base.

The Create 2 is cheaper than Kobuki, and (according to Clearpath) is
also more robust, which does make some amount of sense since Create 2s
are made from remanufactured Roombas — which are some of
the beefiest robots out there. You also get built-in automatic
docking (another Roomba feature) and better battery options.

The second thing you’ll notice is that the TBe uses the Intel
Euclid to replace the TB2’s netbook and Kinect, making the robot
much cleaner and simpler without a wild tangle of cables. 

Euclid integrates a calibrated RealSense ZR300 depth camera
with a computer built around a quad core Atom processor and
Ubuntu 16.04 (with ROS Kinetic Kame pre-installed). The
RealSense camera is IR-based, with a 3.5 meter texture projector-

enhanced
range
indoors
and a
longer
range
outdoors. Plus, it provides robust 3D spatial perception for object
detection and mapping.

Turtlebot Euclid is expected to retail for around $1,440, with
shipping included. For comparison, a Turtlebot 2 is $1,925, and a
Turtlebot 3 (Burger model) is $550. Of the cost of the Turtlebot Euclid,
$400 is in Euclid itself; a Create 2 will run you $200. 

Clearpath has added a custom low-level microcontroller between
the two. You also get all of the mechanical parts. A portion of the cost
goes towards supporting the Open Source Robotics Foundation.
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USE PEPPER FOR YOUR PRIEST

In Japan, a plastic molding company called Nissei Eco (which also does funeral
arrangements) is planning to introduce SoftBank's Pepper robot as a cheaper

substitute for human priests reading sutras at Buddhist funerals.
The average cost of a funeral in Japan is somewhere between two and three

million yen, according to a study done nearly a decade ago. That works out to
between $25,000 and $30,000, which is twice or even three times as expensive as
the average funeral in the United States. Like most things, much of the cost is related
to the fact that there are humans involved who you have to pay. 

Of course, this is where Pepper comes in. Nissei Eco is offering the small, white,
and very shiny humanoid robot (suitably attired in the robe of a Buddhist monk) as
an optional add-on in their a la carte menu of funeral services. 

Pepper can chant sutras from four major Japanese Buddhist sects; can be set up to
livestream the ceremony to anyone who can't be there in person; and appears to be able to
bow when appropriate. With a per-funeral price of just 50,000 yen (about $450), the robot
costs “significantly less than the cash offerings typically made to Buddhist priests,” according to
the Japan Times.

CRAFTY LITTLE FELLOW

Guy Hoffman (well-known for the fascinating
creativity of his robot designs) has been working

on a completely new kind of social robot in a
collaboration between his lab at Cornell and Google
ZOO's creative technology team in APAC. The robot is
called Blossom. It's designed to be handmade out of
warm natural materials like wool and wood so that
every single one is a little bit different.

Blossom is not the first soft robot designed to
interact with people, and also not the first to use
materials that emphasize touch. Robots like Keepon,
Tofu and Mochi, and Romibo all encourage tactile
interaction through things like squishiness and fluffiness,
deliberately avoiding hard plastics wherever possible. 

Blossom, however, is possibly the first robot to be
soft both inside and outside, using a compliant internal
structure to enable movements that give the robot a
somewhat imperfect and much more organic
personality.

Blossom's exterior is very much do-it-yourself.
Most DIY type robots rely on 3D printing, which is
usually reasonable for the sorts of people who decide
they want a DIY type. However, Blossom is designed to
be accessible and engaging for people who might be
more comfortable with traditional crafts that don't
necessarily rely on the latest technology. 

As Hoffman explained, “We were asking ourselves:
‘How can we involve the whole family in building
technology for the home?’ And the idea of crafts like knitting, sewing, and traditional woodworking
came out of that question.”

Photo: Michael Suguitan
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EasyGlider 4

Building on the EasyGliders before it, the fourth
generation EasyGlider 4 possesses the same ease of

flight and gentle lofty characteristics as its predecessors

with a few evolutionary improvements. 
The removable lightweight wings and ultra-durable GRP

spar have advanced design and strength with an M-Space
technology rigid hub. A more efficient ROXXY power
system allows for excellent gliding and basic aerobatics,
including loops and rolls. Transport is made simple with its
detachable fin and tailplane. 

The EasyGlider 4 is available in both a kit and RR
version; the RR model is equipped with servos, ESC, and
brushless motor for immediate flying enjoyment. The
EasyGlider 4 is classically designed with Multiplex’s resilient
Elapor® foam.

The EasyGlider retail kit price is $104.99; the RR version
is $199.99. This includes the airframe, brushless motor,
ESC, propeller, and servos.

Features:
• Robust Elapor® foam construction
• Ultra-efficient brushless motor
• Removable wings, fin, and tailplane
• 9 x 6 folding propeller
• Strong yet lightweight GRP spar
• M-Space rigid hull
• Spacious fuselage to accommodate a range of

battery sizes
• Low cruise speed with agile flight characteristics
• Perfect for all skill levels
Specifications:
• Length: 42.5 in (1,080 mm)
• Wingspan: 70.9 in (1,800 mm)
• Weight: 38.8 oz (1,100g)
• RC Functions: Rudder, Elevator, Ailerons, and

Throttle

EasyGliders are available exclusively at
www.weekenderwarehouse.com. For further
information, please contact:

NEW PRODUCTS
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Compact Positioner for
Automation Tasks

Pihas expanded its PIMag® series of high dynamics
linear motor stages with a new compact positioner

for automation tasks. The new V-408 stage is equipped
with an incremental linear encoder for direct position
measurement and a high-force three-phase linear motor
drive.

The V-408 features high load, capacity precision
crossed roller elements with anti-creep cage assist
preventing roller creep, and a zero-wear non-contact linear
motor — ideal prerequisites for a long lifetime in high duty
cycle industrial applications. 

The high force linear motor achieves velocities up to 1.5
m/sec. An integrated optical linear encoder provides 10
nanometers of resolution. The stage achieves 20 nm
minimum incremental motion and excellent geometric
performance with 4 µm straightness and flatness. 

The V-408 is designed to keep the cost of ownership
and operation at a minimum. Two models are offered with
25 mm and 50 mm travel range. Integration is facilitated by

the compact dimensions with a low profile of only 25 mm.
The 1” travel model features a square footprint of 80 x 80
mm, while the 2” travel model is only 25 mm longer. 

The V-408 stage can be controlled by PI’s C-891 motion
controller and also by ACS and third party controllers.

For further information, please contact:

www.pi-usa.usPI (Physik Instrumente)

www.hitecrcd.comHitec MULTIPLEX
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LED Lighting for EverythingLED Lighting for EverythingLED Lighting for Everything

For the finest in robots,
parts, and services, go to

www.servomagazine.
com and click on

Robo-Links.
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Updated Advanced D-Stick

The new ME Labs Advanced D-Stick is a significant
development tool for those programming with

Microchip’s 40-pin PIC18F47K40. As with their Standard
(PIC16F1937) D-Stick, this compact, simple, and easy-to-
use module includes a USB onboard
programmer and virtual COM port which
provides an alternative to connecting a
serial port, programmer, power supply,
etc., to a solderless breadboard for project
development. 

After development, simply replace the D-
Stick with the pinout-compatible PIC18F47K40
for volume production.

(Use of the Advanced D-Stick requires the PBP3.1 Gold
Edition or other compiler software that supports the
18F47K40 [C compiler, etc.].)

The Advanced D-Stick includes a 6' micro USB cord;
price is $49.99. Features include:

• Advanced version — based on the PIC18F47K40;
supported by PBP3 Gold Edition 3.1 (sold separately).

• Pinout is identical to Microchip’s standard 40-pin DIP.
• Round machined pins are easy on spring contacts,

allowing for multiple insertion cycles.
• Built-in micro USB port supplies

power, a programming
connection, and a virtual
COM port.
• Suitable for serial in-circuit

debugging.
• 128K of code space, 3,728

bytes RAM, and 1,024
bytes Data EEPROM.

• Three eight-bit timers, four 16-bit timers,
and two EUSARTs.

• Peripheral Pin Select (PPS) allows relocation of peripheral
I/O pins.

• 64 MHz internal clock.
• Example programs provided.
• 6' micro USB cable included. 

For further information, please contact:

www.melabs.comME Labs

Mini Multi-Colored
Breadboards

Global Specialties introduces a new line of mini
multi-colored breadboards.The GS-170 series of

solderless breadboards are miniature and colorful.
These mini breadboards are perfect for introducing
circuits in the classroom, as well as for the hobbyist
who wants to prototype small projects. 

Measuring 4.5 x 3.5 cm, these breadboards are also
ideal for projects using an Arduino or Raspberry Pi. Though
small, the GS-170 still maintains the center spacing for DIP
ICs. Made from durable POM plastic, they come with a
peel-and-stick adhesive for easy placement on most
surfaces. 

Features include:

• 170 tie-points
• POM plastic body
• Round hole style
• Nickel plated phosphor bronze spring clip contacts

• Peel-and-stick adhesive backing
• Fit 0.4-0.7 mm wire diameter
• Measure 4.5 x 3.5 x 1.0 cm
• Maximum current capacity of 1.5A at 36V
• RoHS compliant
• Three-year warranty

MSRP pricing is $3.50 each. 
For further information, please contact:

www.globalspecialties.comGlobal Specialties
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The last two months
we went over the
entire construction of

my 3 lb beater
(Beetleweight) robot,
InsaniTi. With the all-
titanium welded chassis
and some beautifully
machined parts, it’s
certainly been the most
beautiful work of art I've
ever built. It was also the
most complete CAD model
I've drawn. Plus, I put a
whole lot of time into the
project. 

All that said, I'm sure there are
two questions you’re wanting to ask:
How well did it work? And, what

would you do differently next time? 
I'll be answering both of these

questions here. 
InsaniTi was built to debut at

Motorama 2017 in an 8x8 arena. This
event brings out all the best bots from
the northeast, and this year had a
total count of 49 bots in attendance. I
intended to build the best to beat the
best, and this was the place to give it
a go. 

Some of the top ranked bots
would be in attendance, including
Silent Spring, Hailstone, and Project
Darkness, as well as the newest
revision of Margin of Safety and
Dinner Time, so I had my work cut
out for sure.

The first fight went well. The bot
hit really hard, spun up almost
instantly, and drove really well. All was
going great, until the fifth or sixth
good hit when the weapon motor
shaft broke. The rest of my first fight
turned into a pushing match,
eventually getting the win. 

The next three fights went great,
winning all by KO. The fifth fight

didn't go as planned, taking
a wheel hit early on,
severely crippling the
mobility. I eventually went
on to lose that fight with
drive issues. 

After a big rush in the
pits, I got the drive all
rebuilt to keep hitting bots
hard, and won the next
two fights. That put me at
3-4 against Dinner Time: a
modular bot using a direct
drive horizontal spinner
setup. This fight would see
the loser going home, and

the winner locking in a spot on the
podium.

At this point, InsaniTi was
showing signs of wear. After using my
postponement for the day, I rebuilt
both drive motors in an effort to have
it hold together for at least a minute
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26  Bot on a Budget —
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Between Quality and
Cost
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InsaniTi: When
Overkill is Just
Enough — Part 3

Aluminum sleeves freshoff the lathe.

How the drivemotor assemblieswill look onceassembled.

To post comments on the
articles included in this section
and to find any associated files

and/or downloads, go to
www.servomagazine.com/index.

php/magazine/issue/2017/10.
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or two until one of us couldn't move.
This was not going to be a fight that
would go the distance. 

During the initial systems check,
everything worked as intended, but
the weapon slowed down faster than
usual. Something had locked up. With
no time to do anything, we started,
with InsaniTi being a bit of a sitting
duck. After taking a few hits, the
weapon fired up with ease. After a
few big hits between the two high
kinetic energy bots, drive issues
resurfaced. 

This eventually led to me tapping
out with no drive, finishing the event
with a 6-2 record, and taking 4th
overall. Dinner Time was the only bot
to do any damage to the frame. One
of the weapon supports got slightly
bent (yes, the 4 mm titanium got
bent), but I believe this was done in
one of the early big hits without the
weapon spinning. 

It also managed to damage the
back plate and crack some of the
welds after mobility was restricted,
with only one side drive working. This
didn't surprise me as the 1 mm

titanium back wasn't meant to
take big hits. 

I certainly learned a lot, and
will be making a few changes for
the next event in Saskatoon: the
SCRC Nationals. The weapon
motor issue I had in the first

fight was solved at the event with a
custom 17-4PH stainless shaft. It
shows no signs of fatigue, and will be
what I use moving forward for sure.
The stock shafts are super hard and
the snap ring groove is a big point of
failure. Sounds like I'm not the first
one to learn this lesson, and don't
plan on having that failure again in
the future. 

I have some ideas regarding the
drive issues, but no sure-fire solution.
The solid chassis with no shock
absorption is a recipe for electronics
failure, so this was my biggest
concern. The unsupported motors
would strip the mounting screws and
pull the gearboxes right off even with
Loctite, so something needs to be
done there. 

To strengthen the drive motors,
the current plan is to make an
aluminum sleeve to cover the gearbox
and motor, and glue it all together
with Shoe Goo or something similar.
This is purely to beef up the
motor/gearbox connection. The
gearbox itself has very beefy motor
mounting to the frame and gave me

no issues whatsoever. 
With a sleeve spreading the load

off the two screws holding the motor
onto the motor can and gearbox, it
should greatly help durability. This will
make pit-side serviceability non-
existent, but I've got three spares now
(compared to one at Motorama).
Having them all battle hardened, I'll
be able to just swap the whole unit
out if needed. 

With the two issues I had with
InsaniTi dealt with, there's also a
couple other changes I plan on
making to further improve
performance. The titanium wedgelets
were basically useless. They were
adjustable to be ground hugging, but
one impact would just make them slip
out of alignment. I ended up not
running them for the most part for
that reason. They also needed a screw
and lock nut to secure them. 

The lock nut is physically very
large and got hit just shearing the
screw, which isn't good. The solution I
have for this is to machine some 1/4”
thick 7075 aluminum or steel ones.
They will have tapped holes to get rid
of the lock nuts, and get ground to
perfection to serve their purpose and
remain rock solid without being able
to move. These will add some weight,
but being 2 oz under, I shouldn't have
any issues with this and the drive
motor battle hardening. 

● by Andrew Burghgraef COMBAT ZONE

The newweaponmotor ismuchsmaller,lighter,andfaster.

The new wedgelet design;material to be decided.
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The second planned significant
change is the weapon motor. The
NTM 3536 910KV worked
wonderfully, and the beater geometry
was out-hitting faster spinners.
However, with the group in
Saskatchewan being spinner-crazy, I
think spinning 15k+ RPM slower than
some, it might be an issue. It also

never got warm, so it makes
much more power than

necessary. 
I'll be switching to a new 1400KV

2836 Prop Drive V2 (the replacement
for the NTM line) to shed some
weight, free up some space for the
drive motor battle hardening, and
increase the beater speed to around
21K RPM instead of the previous 14K
RPM. This should help with spinner to

spinner hits, but can still run it
slower for fighting non-
spinners. 

I'll also be epoxying the
rotor and stator for durability
after damaging a magnet at
Motorama. Thankfully, I had
the rotor from the spare slower
800KV motor to throw on it
without reducing performance.

So, there you have it. This is
the last installment going over
the entire build of InsaniTi --
from design, to construction, to
actually competing. It was a
very long journey to get to this
point, but the 4th place finish at
Motorama made it all worth it. 

I know this isn't a feasible
design for many, but I believe
with different materials and
construction techniques, several

of the design elements can be
incorporated into a more basic design.
Using pencil and part to design and
basic hand tools to construct, you can
be just as competitive.

I hope this is helpful to many
readers, but more importantly,
encourages you to get out and build a
bot and compete. You'll never learn as
much watching as actually doing it.
SV

Damage doneto the back ofthe frame.

Bent weaponsupport.

Bot on a Budget —
Finding the Balance
Between Quality and Cost
With classes over and summer

upon us, it was time for
Black Lightning Robotics to

take a second shot at robot building.
Frequent readers may remember that
our previous attempt to build a cheap
and cheerful Beetleweight resulted in
Phantom: a glass-cannon-direct-drive-

epoxy-fastened-Lexan-armored
nightmare of an overhead bar spinner
which spun for about six seconds
before being reduced to a WWII
gimmick held together by duct tape.
This was camouflage duct tape, of
course, chosen to hide our shame. 

Many lessons were learned from

that experience, though, and we did
quite a bit more research for the
design of Phantom II. 

Thankfully, the expensive electrical
components had survived CIRC last
year (except for the weapon motor),
so we were already ahead with this
build. That left us with just the

● by Nik Buchholz
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structure and power trains to produce.
Phantom II went through about

12 distinct iterations in design before
we finally built it. The first version of
the design (shown in Figure 1) was
not much better than its predecessor. 

A major part of the philosophy
for this build was to take some of the
better elements from common
undercutter designs and apply them
to our overhead spinner. The steps in
the right direction included a belt
driven weapon, a frame fastened by
screws and end-tapped holes,
legitimate metal armor, and a design
which could potentially drive inverted. 

Invertibility was something we
prioritized in this design as we had
never seen an overhead bar spinner
do this before, and were eager to see
how it would play out. 

Another major change was
including one wedge instead of four,
allowing for a smaller base footprint
and greater reach, while also giving us
more interior space for packing
internals inside the bot.

Lastly, the frame pieces and
armor were designed to be easily
fabricated with hand tools. 

Our toolset included a drill, an
angle grinder, a Dremel, a jigsaw, and
some files and hand saws, so all of
the metal components (except for the
weapon bars) had to be fabricated by
modifying the custom-size aluminum
rectangles available for reasonable
cost from Onlinemetals.com. 

Unfortunately, this version would
have sported a cantilevered 1/4”
diameter live shaft and only two rear
wheels which would have given it very

poor traction in the arena, and only
marginally better durability than the
first bot. In a never-ending effort to
reduce the robot’s cringe factor, we
went back to the Internet to do more
research.

By about the fifth version of the
design (shown in Figure 2), the
internals had been rearranged to
make space for some better design
choices. 

Four-wheel drive afforded us
much better traction, while keeping
the inverted driving feature given by
the exposed rear wheels. Each wheel
was driven by a 1:22 Silver Spark
motor, making a total of four. 

This is somewhat underpowered
for a Beetle, but is still an upgrade in
both speed and total torque from the
two 1:35 Gold Sparks we used in the

Figure 1: The first version of the design,featuring unrealistic expectations of rigidityand traction.

Figure 2: A later version of thedesign, complete with unrealisticexpectations of how many partscan fit in such a tiny space.

Figure 3: The first test-fitof the internals. This washelpful in determiningwhat could actually fitinside the frame, so thatwe could adapt thedesign accordingly.

Figure 4:The finalversion ofthe designbefore thefinal build— completewith steelwedge,Onyxpulleys, andsupportedweaponshaft.

COMBAT ZONE
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original bot. This
version of the design
also saw a 1/2”
diameter dead shaft
anchored to the base
plate, and beefier
weapon bars with
needle roller bearings
pressed into them. 

However, the dead
shaft was still only
supported by the base
plate; the internal
frame rails were to be
made of polycarbonate
since we had a sheet
of 1/4” Lexan sitting
around from our
previous build. 

Additionally, there was quite a bit
of wishful thinking involved with
having space in the outer “bays” for
both batteries and drive belts.

Several versions later, the drive
belts were abandoned, and an
aluminum front top panel was added
to support the weapon shaft in a
second spot. It was fortunate for us
that we overestimated the weights of
numerous small parts, so as we
discovered free weight in the design,
we were able to continually add
support plates and other niceties. 

We also brought weight down by
changing the inner frame rails to
UHMW instead of polycarbonate, and
getting rid of pulleys and belts in the
drive train shaved some mass off as

well. It was around this time that we
settled on 3D printed motor sleeve
mounts, which our friends over at
Warwick Robotics STL were kind
enough to print for us out of PETG. 

Figure 5 shows how the sleeves
hold the brushed motor can of the
Silver Spark, and pin the gearboxes
against the UHMW rail in order to
constrain it in all axes. 

This leaves room to embed a ball
bearing into the UHMW rail instead of
face-mounting the gearbox, in order
to support the shaft and prevent the
gearbox from seeing lateral loads
through the output shaft. 

The mount itself is then pinned in
place by the frame members, and the
UHMW is slotted so that — if need be

— we can remove the
top panel, pry the
bearings out, and raise
the entire assembly
out of the robot to
replace a damaged
motor. Easy access was
a priority in this design,
as poor accessibility for
internals on the
original Phantom
nearly cost us our first
opportunity to
compete.

With the drive and
structure mostly drawn
up, the final details to
work out were the

front armor, the weapon belt, and the
specifics of the bars themselves. All of
our weight-saving efforts allowed us
to have a 1/8” 4130 steel wedge,
which the guys at Lansing Makers’
Network heat treated for us, along
with the steel for the weapon bars
(check them out at
lansingmakers.org). 

We also found weight for large
aluminum blocks inside the front of
the frame, allowing us to mount the
wedge with 10 4-40 screws to tapped
7075 aluminum. 

In hindsight, a hinged wedge
would be more ideal (and is in the
works for an updated version), but for
the sake of simplicity and to avoid the
wedge hinging up into the weapon,

Figure 5: The printedmotor sleeves held themotors in place withoutthe need for a face mount.
Figure 6: First fullassembly of the bot.

Figure 7: The Onyx pulleysin all their glory. They heldup well during the event,when they weren’t takingdirect impacts.
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we chose the fixed wedge instead.
For adaptability, we chose to have

three interchangeable weapon bars on
this build. We allocated about eight or
nine ounces to the weapon bar;
mostly so that we could overbuild the
frame, and hopefully not enter the
world of wild instability that many
high-KE bots find themselves in. 

We also chose to spin at a
modest 6,000 RPM for the same
reason, and also because the
combination of Outrunners and
batteries that we had on hand gave
us that speed. 

Because Phantom II was intended
to compete at the CIRC Bot Brawl
which limits bots to 12”x12”x12”, we
went for a spin diameter of 12” and
designed the robot accordingly. The
primary bar is a 12” long, 1/4” thick
7075 aluminum bar with hardened
4140 steel impactor teeth at the tips.
We went for maximum reach and KE
with this bar, making it a good
general-purpose weapon. 

The secondary bar — for fighting
wedges and beaters/drums — is a
shorter 11” 1/8” thick hardened 4130
steel bar (for cost reasons) with
sharpened leading edges at the tips to
hopefully dig into wedges instead of
skipping off of the surface. 

This bar was designed to be
shorter both for weight reasons and
to lessen the leverage of an uppercut
from a beater bar or drum, in an
effort to prevent the bar from
snapping or bending. 

The last weapon is a sacrificial
solid 1/4” 7075 bar, mostly for the
purpose of warding off vertical disk
spinners with its 12” reach, but
without putting any impactor teeth in
danger of shearing off from a vertical
impact. 

The lighter bar also gives a
quicker spin-up time for active
defense, and gives us the option of
beefing up the top armor or adding
some other unforeseen repair without
going overweight. 

The bars were waterjet cut for us
by fellow builder, Brian Adamson and

Analytics Lounge (big thanks!).
The last components of the bot

were the weapon pulleys and belt. We
had the pulleys printed from
Markforged Onyx for a number of
reasons. 

Onyx pulleys had been tried and
proven on a number of Beetleweight
robots, and we chose them primarily
because printing is an easy way to
have a custom-shaped part. 

We included a conical depression
on the motor pulley so that it would
sit lower on the Outrunner, and allow
us to reduce the weapon height by a
whole 1/8”. 

With an aluminum pulley this
would have required a lathe and/or a
CNC router — neither of which were
viable options for us. The cost and
weight savings of ordering printed

pulleys didn’t hurt, either.
The final bot weighed in at

exactly 3.00 pounds with the heaviest
bar. A full report on its performance
will have to wait, but we competed at
HORD in Ohio, went 2-2, and tied for
5th out of 16 Beetles! 

We also didn’t kill any motors
(not even the Silver Sparks), so
although we have electrical issues to
work out and some modifications to
make, we are pleased with the results.
SV

Figure 9: The robot with its primary bar installed. There are stillsome structural and electrical issues to resolve, but we’re happywith its performance.

Figure 8: Our three weapon bar choices. We ran out of time topaint them, but they still looked sick!

COMBAT ZONE
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BOOST YOUR 
CREATIVITY
WITH LEGO

By Dave Prochnow
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Give Me a Boost

First off, what is BOOST? Simply put, this new LEGO
programmable construction system is an interactive set that
shares equal duty between an integrated series of control
bricks and a Bluetooth-equipped tablet. The actual
specifications for BOOST include:

• Move Hub — the central control brick
• Tilt Sensor — embedded inside the Move Hub
• Twin Motors with Encoders — embedded inside the

Move Hub
• Color & Distance Sensor — a red-green-blue (RGB)

light-emitting diode (LED) with reflective sensor
• Interactive Motor — a detachable motor
• Bluetooth — the control link between the Move Hub

and the user’s tablet
• 847 LEGO building elements — these elements are

collected into 12 bags (NOTE: There were two #8
bags, one unnumbered bag, and several smaller part
bags inside the major numbered bags.)

• Brick Separator Tool — hidden inside bag #1
• Play Mat — specially calibrated paper sheet with line-

following marks

In order to build, program, and/or use any of these
elements, you must download and install the special LEGO
BOOST app (available for either Android or iOS Bluetooth-
equipped tablets).

This reliance on a Bluetooth-equipped tablet seems like
an odd requirement for a LEGO building kit, doesn’t it? And
nope, smart phones will not work — only tablets! In fact,
the kit is missing one of the endearing hallmarks of LEGO
kits: a beautifully illustrated full-color assembly booklet (see
Figure 2). Therefore, the need for a tablet is paramount;
otherwise, you will not be able to either build or control the
adorable robot shown in Figure 3.

There’s even more to this odd tablet requirement. The
programming interface also lives on the tablet. Again, only
tablets will work; you won’t be able to use a PC for coding
your creation.
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Figure 2. All building instructions are contained within the
Android/iOS LEGO BOOST app.

Figure 1. The new LEGO BOOST robot building system is
bundled inside the Creative Toolbox kit.

The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® (currently EV3 set #31313) programmable

construction system has dominated the robot-building world for over 10

years. Although with a retail price of $349.99, adding this kit to a family’s

household can be a costly venture. Enter the new LEGO BOOST

programmable construction set. Unlike MINDSTORMS, the BOOST system is

sold “inside” the Creative Toolbox (set #17101) 5-in-1 model building kit (see

Figure 1). Even better than MINDSTORMS, however, BOOST is more

affordably priced at $159.99. Is BOOST a worthwhile purchase at this reduced

cost? Or, more specifically, is BOOST a valid replacement for MINDSTORMS?

Read on to find out the answer to these burning questions.
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Using the term “programming” is a dubious claim with
BOOST. The drag-n-drop clickable control elements used by
the BOOST software are more akin to remote control rather
than autonomous programming (see Figure 4).

Basically, you connect a series of control elements
together in a linear fashion and toggle a “go” button to
initiate the sequence. Sure, there are some interactive

control points (e.g., follow a line, gauge a distance, listen
for a sound, etc.), but programmable logic is missing.
Since BOOST is marketed at robot-building beginner’s
aged 7-12, this omission is acceptable.

This dependence on a tablet is not all bad news for
BOOST, however. In a clever packaging decision, LEGO
has piggybacked the robot’s “voice” and “ears” functions
(as shown in Figure 5) onto the tablet’s speaker and
microphone audio ports. Therefore, the complexity and

construction costs for building the Move Hub (see Figure 6)
were reduced, contributing to the lower cost for the
Creative Toolbox kit. And since you must always have the
tablet handily within Bluetooth transmission/reception
range for operating the BOOST system, you will likewise
have the speaker and microphone available for interacting
with your robot.
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Figure 3.
You can
easily build
and control
this robot
with the
LEGO
Creative
Toolbox kit.

Figure 5. The microphone and speaker control
elements are handled by the connected tablet and

not through the BOOST Move Hub brick.

Figure 6. The Move Hub brick has four connection ports (two ports
are six-pin plugs and two ports are motor axles). Port D is

pictured near the top of the Move Hub, and one of the motor axles
(the red axle connector) is visible on the brick’s bottom right.

Figure 4. Controlling the robot is accomplished with this
simple snap-together set of control elements that are
arranged into a linear program.

To post comments on this article and find any associated files, go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/10.
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Build a
BOOSTer Club

We conducted our
BOOST programming with
the iOS version of the LEGO
BOOST app. It’s one thing to
rely as heavily as LEGO does
on an app, but it’s another
thing to rely heavily on a
poorly developed app.
During our testing/
programming/building with
version 1.0 of the iOS app,
we experienced frequent
crashes, occasional
confusing user interface
issues, and a rapid battery
drain on our tablet.

Of these app issues, the
crashes were the most
disappointing. Our first
encountered crash was
immediately following the
opening video presentation (i.e.,
“Happy Birthday, Dad”). We didn’t
have enough AAA batteries (e.g.,
six AAA batteries are needed for
powering the Move Hub), so we
were unable to switch on the
Bluetooth connection with the
Move Hub. This forced the app
into an endless loop that could
only be exited by forcing the
tablet to power-down and restart.

After we were finally able to
install the required number of
batteries, we still experienced
another series of app crashes (a
total of four more crashes,
requiring an app restart each
time) after we completed the first
major subassembly of our robot
design.

At this stage in the building
sequence, the Move Hub is tested
with the Interactive Motor and
the Color & Distance Sensor.
During this testing phase, a series
of control elements are wirelessly
sent to the Move Hub. While our Bluetooth connection was
solid, each insertion of a control element forced the app to
crash. Eventually, the app must’ve gotten tired of crashing,
because we never experienced another crash during several

weeks of building and
programming.

Before you begin
building your robot, you
should perform a quick
sanity check of the Move
Hub’s connectivity. There is
no better way to test this
operation than with a simple
remote control (RC) car. By
using only the parts found in
bag #1, the powerful RC car
model shown in Figure 7
can be quickly built. This car
can then be connected to
the tablet, and control
sequences can be sent to
the Move Hub via Bluetooth.

Once you have all of the
connectivity issues worked
out with this RC car model —
along with gaining a
rudimentary understanding
of the BOOST programming

environment — it’s time to begin
building your robot.

There are three major
subassemblies for this robot that
must be built. Two of the most
intriguing parts of this major
construction effort are the robot’s
head and the treaded track
propulsion system.

In the first of these major
efforts, the head (see Figure 8) is
a fascinating conglomeration of
expressive eyebrows, a swiveling
head, and an attentive head tilt
capability. Remarkably, all of these
movements are controlled with
only one motor: the Interactive
Motor. Through the sophisticated
gearing system that is shown in
Figure 9, a slight movement in
the Interactive Motor can cause
multiple head and eyebrow
expressions.

This is an extremely
economical system for giving any
robot a real human-like
personality. Therefore, a careful

study of this system would benefit any robot builder for
achieving similar emotion in their own builds.

In addition to this impressive robot head engineering
feat, the treaded track propulsion system is a welcome
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Figure 7. This RC car model might not win any races,
but it is a very effective test of your BOOST system.
The Color & Distance Sensor is visible on the front

“hood” of this car.

Figure 8. One of the best looking robot faces
that you can build for less than $200.
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addition to the LEGO family. With a simple snap-together
efficiency, tank treads of any length can now be added to a
LEGO robot. 

Figure 10 demonstrates how easily LEGO tank treads
can be assembled and added to this robot model.

Give Yourself a BOOST

While BOOST isn’t a competitor to the LEGO

MINDSTORMS kit, it
is a very powerful
stepping stone in the
robot building/
programming/
learning process. 

In fact, LEGO
isn’t promoting
BOOST as either a

competitor or a replacement for its venerable
MINDSTORMS brand. 

Rather, BOOST is a creative introduction to robots that
would assist any experience level with progressing from
beginner to becoming an intermediate robot expert.

Just make sure you have a Bluetooth-enabled tablet
and a strong desire to explore your inner robot-building
creativity. SV

Figure 9. This is the gearing that makes the robot’s head so,
err, well, endearing to humans.

Figure 10. While
snap-together tank
treads have been
available in the
armored fighting
vehicle (AFV) model
market for years,
this is the first time
they have been
widely (and
inexpensively)
available for LEGO
robot models.

 · 10mm-300mm 
 · 6v-12v 

 · 25kg+ 
 · 15g-100g 
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Make your machine move
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T
he Quadrino is a pretty powerful little flight
controller, packing an ATmega 2560, inertial
measurement unit (IMU), barometer, and GPS on
board. The flight controller also offers plenty of
expansion ports. There are I/O headers to interact

with the ATmega, and two I2C and three UART ports
exposed! Everything from sonic rangers to camera triggers
could be attached to these ports.

Unboxing
After UPS dropped off the box at my doorstep, I

immediately cut into it and was surprised to find a hard
plastic case inside. Yes, the nano comes packaged in a hard
case with custom foam inserts! This was instantly a treat
compared to the crushed cardboard boxes our electronics
so often show up in. Inside the box is a set of cables for
the drone, USB micro cable, GPS, a few tools, double-stick
tape, flight controller, connector chart card, and
Lynxmotion sticker (Figure 1).

After pulling out the foam, the rest of the goodies
come out and can
be laid out on
your bench
(Figure 2). I have
to say, that the
attention to detail
in the packaging
was really nice,
and it’s good to
know when
switching out
flight controllers
for testing (as
often happens),
there is a safe
place for the
Quadrino to live.

Looking at the
nano, you can see
it’s only about the
diameter of a can
of soda. There are
connectors on the

The Lynxmotion Quadrino
Nano Flight Controller 

There is a plethora of flight controllers on the

market. Some tout their small size and low cost.

Others offer advanced flight planning

functionality. Yet others aim to target the true

tinkerer with open source firmware that can be

hacked to add features. I was thrilled when

RobotShop offered to let me evaluate their

Lynxmotion Quadrino Nano flight controller

module. This flight controller hits many of the

check boxes for most hobbyists in a tiny package.

This month, we will unbox and install the

Quadrino on our homebuilt quad, and play with

some of the settings to get into the air.
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Figure 1: The flight controller comes in a nicely formed
ABS case with all the cables grouped by function, and a
handy reference card for the flight controller’s ports.

Figure 2: Digging into the case further, you’ll find
a hardware kit, double-stick tape, USB cable, and

ESC wiring.

By John Leeman
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sides as well as the
bottom of the unit
(Figures 3 and 4). The
case is translucent so that
status LEDs can be seen
without the need for light
pipes or external
indicators. The only
connector sticking out is
the SMA connection for
the GPS antenna.

Opening up the case
(as Dave Jones of the
EEVBlog would say —
Don’t turn it on, take it
apart!) shows a very
tightly routed PCB (printed
circuit board) with a lot
packed into a small
package (Figure 5). All of
the connectors are nicely

made and seemed pretty rugged.

Installation
The first step to installing the Quadrino was to remove

the OpenPilot flight controller I had previously installed on
the quad (Figure 6). I was never very happy with the
magnetometer on this flight controller and had no luck
getting GPS controlled missions to work correctly. I pulled it
off, then used a knife and alcohol to remove any residue
from the double-stick tape. I also unbolted the GPS mast
mount and put all of these into my drone parts tub.

While the basic hookup does not use the bottom
connectors of the flight controller, I’m sure that I’ll want to
experiment with them at some point. The flight controller
can be bolted to an airframe, mounted with an available
RobotShop mounting kit (www.robotshop.com/en/
lynxmotion-Quadrino-nano-mounting-kit.html), or stuck
down with double-stick tape. I elected to use the tape, but
with no space for wires to exit the bottom of the flight
controller, I needed a cutout in the flight deck of the quad.

I centered the flight controller on the quad and marked
its perimeter on the side with the connectors. Be sure to
check that the forward arrow is indeed facing the front of
the craft! 

Using calipers, I measured the offset of the connectors
and drew the outline on the wood. You could also
photocopy the bottom of the flight controller and use that
to transfer the pattern.

To create this odd-shaped cutout, I used a few simple
tools and some elbow grease. First, I used a small step drill
and my drill press to hog out most of the central material
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Figure 4: The bottom of the flight controller has
even more expansion options, with as many

GPIOs as you could want.

Figure 5: Black solder mask makes it difficult to see the traces, but
the PCB is well laid out with great silkscreen legends to help
identify the ports and chips on board.

Figure 3: There are two serial ports and three I2C
busses available to the hacker for modifying the
flight controller.

Figure 6: The OpenPilot flight controller has a similar footprint,
but has proven to be less developed than I’d hoped. I’m saving
this controller for another project though!

To post comments on this article and find any associated files 
and/or downloads, go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/10.
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(Figure 7). I drilled a series of holes,
and just kept drilling larger and larger
until I was touching one of the
boundaries. Just doing that, I was
able to get most of the wood
removed (Figure 8).

After getting most of the material
out of the way, I used a set of small
files to bring the hole into shape and
square things up. 

While this hole won’t be seen
from the top of the quad, I wanted it
to be tidy (Figure 9).

After checking that everything
lined up, I peeled off one side of the
double-stick pad and stuck it down to
the flight deck. I peeled the other side
of the tape off and carefully stuck down the flight
controller (Figure 10). You can buy a three pack of these
custom cut tape pieces from RobotShop
(www.robotshop.com/en/ lynxmotion-Quadrino-
nano-adhesive-mount-3pk.html) if you need to
remove the controller multiple times. For the price,
I’d say it’s worth it to save yourself the half hour of
trimming away strips of tape.

Now that the flight controller was mounted, it
was time to wire it up!

Hookup
Like any other flight controller, the

Quadrino takes signals from an RC
receiver module, interprets them,
combines the control inputs with the
state data of the craft, then effects
changes in the motor control outputs
to modify the craft’s attitude. This isn’t
all that dissimilar from commercial “fly-
by-wire” systems in which pilots no
longer manipulate the control surfaces
of aircraft, but provide inputs to a flight
control system that maintains the
stability of the aircraft during the
maneuver and eases pilot strain. To get
our flight controller up and running —

at a minimum — we
need to connect it

to the RC receiver
and electronic speed

controllers (ESCs).
The channel layout on

your receiver may vary
depending on the brand
and transmitter setup.
In the quick start
guide, a color-coded
hookup guide is

provided (Figure 11). I
experimented using a

servo as a handy indicator
and found that the sequence
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Figure 8: Hogging out material with the
step drill got the hole into a usable form,

but it looks horrible. Using a file, the
corners can be cleaned up and the last

bits of wood removed.Figure 7: Using a step drill bit makes it
quick and easy to hog out the majority of
material in the cutout area for the bottom
connectors of the flight controller. Be sure
to wear proper PPE!

Figure 10: The bottom connectors lined
up nicely with the hole. Be sure to leave
some extra room so the connectors can
be installed and removed without too

much headache.

Figure 9: After filing out the last bits of
wood, I aligned and applied the double-

stick pad. This material is incredibly sticky —
you’ll only get one shot!

Figure 11: The user’s guide shows a relatively common hookup
pattern for RC receivers. I recommend verifying your receiver’s

channel order with a servo and some quick checks. 
(Image courtesy RobotShop.com.)
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on my Turnigy receiver
matched that shown in
the diagram, but
mirrored.

Remember that the
signal connection is
generally the top- or left-
most connection;
positive the center; and
ground the right or
bottom. Hook up the
eight signal wires and
the power and ground
wires from the flight
controller harness to
your receiver (Figure
12).

Next, we’ll connect
the ESC control harness.
Since the most popular
design is a quadcopter,
the connector comes

with four ESC connections ready to go. There are four more
connectors in the kit that can be inserted into the

connector if you are building a hex or octocopter. The
ESC controls are numbered by what I believe to be
pin numbers on the microcontroller. This is not
incredibly intuitive as the available motor numbers are
2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 (Figure 13).

Find your quad configuration in Figure 14 and
note the motor number, direction, and position with
respect to the forward direction. For our homemade
quad, we’ll use the QuadX configuration. Even
though the design is technically an H-quad, the X
version looks the same to a flight controller as the
forward direction is between two propellers, not
aligned with one of them (the plus configuration).

I found it easiest to connect the ESCs to the
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Figure 16: Connectors on the bottom of the flight controller provide GPIO
pins for further hacking and modification. This connector also houses the
battery voltage sensing pin. (Image courtesy RobotShop.com.)

Figure 15: The expansion ports on the flight controller
leave little to be desired. There are 3V and 5V I2C

busses, as well as two serial ports. This makes
connecting just about any sensor possible. (Image

courtesy RobotShop.com.)

Figure 14: Find your quad configuration on this chart and hook up
the motors accordingly. Even though my quad is an H frame, the
X-Quad configuration is the same. (Image courtesy RobotShop.com.)

Figure 13: The ESC motor numbering is slightly odd, but I believe
corresponds to pin numbers on the microcontroller. If your quad
has more than four motors, you can insert the appropriate wires
into the motor connector housing. (Image courtesy RobotShop.com.)

Figure 12: Hookup of the Turnigy receiver was straightforward. For
those modifying the H-quad, the hookup order should be identical.
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connector and then feed it
through the flight deck to
connect to the flight
controller. You may be able
to connect the cable with
the flight controller case
assembled, but I had a
hard time. I found it easier
to remove the four screws
holding the top of the case
on and connecting up the
cable. It also gives you a
chance to have a look at
the PCB layout (though not
easy to see with a black
silkscreen). As regular
readers know, I love seeing
other people’s layouts and
tricks.

That’s all there is to
connecting the basics for
flight. For those who want
to tinker, remember that
there are UART and I2C ports on the
sides of the flight controller (Figure
15), as well as GPIO on the bottom
(Figure 16).

Firmware Setup
Setting up the firmware of the

flight controller was not very well
documented as it appears that the
procedure has changed some
recently, but it was not beyond an
afternoon’s worth of
experimentation. First, we need to
set up the firmware parameters for
the flight controller and Flash it;
then we can finish configuration
with the ground station tool.

Download the Quadrino
Firmware Configuration Tool (FCT)
installer from the Flying Einstein
website (https://flyingeinstein
.com/installer/fct/setup.exe) and
go through the install procedure. This tool appears to be
Windows specific, but I was able to run it on my Microsoft
Surface running Windows 10.

Once installed and launched, the first screen asks for a
drone profile name and MultiWii version. I created a new
profile and named it for my quad to keep things straight.
MultiWii 2.4 was the only option (Figure 17).

Next, we find ourselves at the Quadrino configuration
screen. Again, here most of the drop-down menus have
only one option. We have the Nano V1. The sensors (gyro,

accelerometer, magnetometer, and
barometer) addresses are pre-
populated for the flight controller’s
setup.

The next screens ask questions
about our copter configuration. Here
is where we select QuadX for the
type of multirotor. There are also
settings for the minimum and
maximum PWM (pulse-width
modulation) outputs for the motor
ESCs. I found the defaults worked
well, but they can be tweaked
slightly to ensure there is no cogging
at slow speeds, and that the motors
completely shut down at minimum
throttle.

There are also a number of
settings to define the size of your
quad and how you’d like it to fly. If
you’re unsure, leave the defaults.
Since I fly sensor platforms mostly,
I’m more interested in passive and

stable flight, but adjust as you’d like. Do be sure to
measure and set your frame size (distance between motors)
and aspect ratio.

Finally, we get to all the options and tweaks for the
flight controller. Most of these can be left at their defaults,
but taking the time to go through and customize the
firmware is worthwhile.

The Flight tab had defaults that were fine for my setup
(Figure 18). The Peripherals tab lets you enable an
ultrasonic altitude sensor, status LCD, or LED ring to
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Figure 17: Create a new profile for your drone to
save the settings locally so you don’t have to
continually reset the same parameters as you play
with the firmware options.

Figure 19: Several peripherals have built-in
support including ping altitude sensors, LCDs,
and LED rings. I can see all being useful for
advanced fliers or making the drone showy

with bright lights.

Figure 18: The Flight tab defaults are good for an
initial run at the settings. I would be interested to

try the inflight accelerometer calibration, but
found the performance was fine without it.
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indicate status and direction (Figure 19). These were all
disabled by default, which is fine with the stock setup. The
GPS tab is where we start making changes.

We need to select the QuadrinoNanoWithGPS option.
Leave the port and baud rate at their defaults. We also
want to turn on the five-satellite lock indicator and enable
waypoints (Figure 20). Make sure you read the caution link
about enabling waypoints and GPS!

We also need to set
the magnetic declination
of our location so the
flight control algorithm
can resolve the magnetic
and GPS headings when
computing courses. Head
over to www.magnetic-
declination.com and
enter your city. In the pop-
up on the Google map,
you’ll see the declination
of your location. Pay
special attention to the
sign of the declination
(Figure 21)! Enter this
into the menu.

The Filters tab lets you
modify the filtering of
acceleration and gyro
data. I’m assuming that
this is a low-pass filter to
help eliminate noise from

vibration, but as the dialog box points out, it’s best to try to
eliminate the source of vibration in the first place! Unless
you have a good reason or have issues, leave the filter
corner at the default of 98 Hz (Figure 22).

The Fail-safe tab configures the behavior of the flight
controller if the signal from the RC transmitter is lost. I
enabled this with a five second delay. The off delay setting
determines how long the motors will run at the set power
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Figure 23: Fail-safes are a great way to keep your quad
from flying off in the event of a control signal loss.

Ideally, this fail-safe will bring the quad down gently
instead of falling from the sky at terminal velocity!

Figure 22: I found no issues with the default 98 Hz
filter on the IMU, but if you are having instability

issues, consider making the filter more aggressive.

Figure 21: The website magnetic-declination.com has a very simple
interface to find the declination at your location. Be sure to note the
sign of the declination as well as the value.

Figure 20: I enabled the GPS and waypoint
navigation to try planned missions. Be sure to
read the words of caution in this dialog box and
set the magnetic declination.
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before shutting off.
With the configuration

shown, the motors would
run at half throttle for 20
seconds (Figure 23). This
would be a slow descent
for my quad. Hopefully,
the quad would be close
to or on the ground by the
time the motors shut off.
This is a nice feature that
should help prevent fly-
aways, which are always a
worry.

Next, the receiver is
configured. Since I’m
using the more traditional
style receiver with multiple
PWM servo connections, I
selected StandardPCM as
the receiver protocol, but
select whichever is
appropriate for your
system. I left the rest of these
settings as the defaults (Figure 24).

I also left the defaults (off) for
the camera and battery monitoring
setting tabs. While the battery
monitoring is a nice feature to have,
I wanted to get running with the
most basic setup before adding bells
and whistles. Note that for the
battery monitoring to work, you
need to connect the battery voltage
sense lead to your power
distribution board somewhere.

Finally, accept the defaults on
the Misc tab (Figure 25). If you are
connecting sensors or other
microcontrollers to the two free
serial ports of the Quadrino, you can
modify the baud rate here. Make
sure you leave the Quadrino at the
default 115200; otherwise, the
firmware configuration tool will be
unable to communicate.

The next screen is a bit misleading as there is a finish
button, but clicking it exits the program. First, click the
Flash firmware button and watch as the firmware compiles
and is transferred to the Quadrino. After a successful Flash
of the firmware, click finish to save your settings and close
out the firmware tool (Figure 26).

At this point, I powered up the copter and was
planning to use the ground station software to finish
setting up my controller and go on a test flight. As soon as
I plugged in my flight battery, all of the ESCs began

beeping that they needed
calibration. Unfortunately, this is not
an easy process.

There is a calibration firmware
that can be uploaded and will (in
theory) calibrate all ESCs at once, but
it did not work after Flashing. So, I
won’t go into the upload process. I
ended up removing each ESC’s
control wire from the flight controller,
connecting it to the throttle channel
of the receiver, and manually
calibrating each ESC. While only a 10
minute job on a quad, it could be
much more troublesome on a hex or
octocopter. If you need a refresher on
ESC calibration, be sure to read my
previous ESC basics article.

After calibrating all of the ESCs
and quieting the storm of beeps, I
installed the WinGUI software that
makes up the ground station and

flight mode configuration. This is a Windows only solution.
The MultiWii software is available cross platform, but I
found it much harder to use and not compatible with the
high resolution screens of many modern laptops (such as
the Microsoft Surface).

There are myriad settings in WinGUI, but the only
settings we need to worry about are under the RC Control
Settings tab (Figure 27). Here, we set what flight mode the
system will operate in and how the system is armed. 

I used a three-position switch on my controller to set
the flight mode, and a two-position switch to arm and
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Figure 25: The Misc tab allows you to change the
baud rate of the serial ports. Unless you have a

good reason, leave all of these at 115200.

Figure 26: Don’t forget to click the Flash
button before clicking Finish! Flashing takes

about 20 seconds.

Figure 24: My receiver is of the StandardPCM type,
but those with Spectrum or other more advanced
receivers will need to adjust this tab as necessary.
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disarm the system.
The online instructions indicate that a stick

pattern is used to arm the flight controller —
much like the original OpenPilot system.
However, I believe that is a relic of past
firmware as it did not arm the current system.

As far as flight modes go, I elected to
operate in angle + mag mode by default. This is
similar to the stabilized mode of the Parallax
ELEV-8 — an easy-to-fly configuration. I used a
magnetic heading mode as one, which should
hold the craft in a constant magnetic heading
(unless acted upon by the yaw control) and land.

I did really like that you could see the
position of each switch on the controller via
the color changing boxes. This made it easy for
me to confirm which mode would be active
with which switch position. Note that when
settings are changed, the outline of the box
turns orange, indicating that the settings have
not been written to the flight controller. Make
sure you save and write these settings!

Before flying, we also need to calibrate the
accelerometer and magnetometer in the
Quadrino. This is done with buttons on the
Flight Deck panel (Figure 28). When the
Calibrate ACC button is pressed, you must
leave the craft stationary for about 30 seconds
while the axes are read and compensation is
applied for any errors introduced through the
orientation of the flight controller on the
airframe.

When calibrating the magnetometer, you
are prompted to rotate the craft slowly around
all three principal axes. This allows the
magnetometer to calculate its hard/soft iron
corrections and offsets to maximize its accuracy.

Flying with the Quadrino
Now that everything is calibrated and

properly set up, you should see a flight deck
display that shows the orientation and heading
of your craft accurately, and moves appropriately
if you tilt or rotate the craft. (A common point of
confusion is the artificial horizon. Remember, the
brown represents the ground. So, in a right
bank, the right side of the indicator will rise.)

I powered up the quad, armed the fight
controller, and gently eased the throttle up. I did
get off the ground, but noted that I was drifting
around quite a bit. After some trim adjustments
on the controller, I was able to achieve stable
flight and maneuver around nicely. I flew a short
circuit around the field, and then brought the
quad to a hover about two meters off the
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Figure 29: Luckily, after a strange crash in which a single motor quit, the only
damage was a bent propeller. A quick prop change and it was back to flying!

Figure 28: The Flight Deck tab shows the traditional cockpit instruments and
provides options to calibrate the IMU sensors.

Figure 27: The RC Control Settings tab shows the active switch positions and flight
modes in a matrix of colored chicklet indicators. I’ve experimented with many of
these modes, but found angle coupled with mag to be a nice configuration.
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ground and flipped the flight mode switch to put the
quad into the magnetic heading mode. For the most
part, the heading was constant, but I noticed drift
that was possibly due to a trim adjustment.

As I was fiddling with the controller, the quad’s
port rear motor lost power and I came down on that
boom. The only real damage was a lost propeller
(Figure 29), but I have not figured out what caused
the glitch. I suspected a loose connection on the ESC,
so I tightened up those connectors and have flown
since with no issues.

The overall flying experience with the Quadrino is
very pleasant. It flies nicely, but suffers some from
the slightly complex setup and lack of auto control
range sensing (hence, all of the trimming). With an
improved firmware configuration and ground station
software, it would be an even better product.

I was excited to try GPS flight planning, but was
only able to get a GPS lock once, then the controller
never saw another satellite. I’m in the process of
troubleshooting why the GPS will not lock and will
then share my flight planning experiences with you.
I’m particularly excited about flight planning to
simplify data collection missions (like our IR mapping
project) and allow a more hands-off flying experience.

Closing Thoughts
In the end, I thought the Quadrino was a really nice

product with a very small form factor. It’s lightweight and
has lots of versatility for the hacker/maker (Figure 30). I’d

really like to see more and updated documentation to make
the initial setup experience easier.

As I mentioned earlier, an automatic control range
determination like that of Open/LibrePilot would also ease
the setup experience.

If you are looking to really modify and customize your
quad, take a look at the Quadrino.

Until next month, fly safely.  SV
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S
warming robots are
becoming more
common. Amazon has
been using them for

several years to help workers fill orders
by automatically retrieving products
from warehouse inventory. 

More recently, China has started
using them to sort packages to speed
deliveries. In the future, self-driving
cars will communicate with each other
using swarm technologies to improve
traffic flow and help prevent
accidents. 

As you would expect, many robot
hobbyists want to experiment with
this new technology. The problem, of
course, is that it can be expensive to
build one robot with reasonable
capabilities — building a swarm of
robots for experimentation can be
daunting for nearly any hobbyist.

One solution to this dilemma is to
utilize simulation software. I wanted
to use RobotBASIC (a free language
available from
www.RobotBASIC.org) because
RobotBASIC’s simulated robot has all
the features needed (a camera for
detecting colors, perimeter sensors for
avoiding objects, a ranger to measure
the distance to objects, a simple GPS
for determining the robot’s location, a
compass that indicates the current
heading, and much, much more).
Unfortunately, though, RobotBASIC
was written to control only one

simulated robot at a time.
It is relatively easy, though, to

create multiple robots in RobotBASIC
by time-sharing them sequentially —
that is, showing all the robots but only
controlling one of them at a time. 

The major goal of this article was
to create a template program that
makes it easy (and free) for hobbyists
to experiment with swarming robots.
A simple example application was also
prepared to demonstrate how easy
the program is to use.

One of the most important
capabilities of a swarm is the ability of
the robots to communicate with each
other. In a real world situation, the
robots might send messages to each
other using the Internet or perhaps RF
or infrared signals. 

The actual medium used is really
irrelevant because the information
exchanged would just end up in
memory no matter how it was
transmitted. For that reason, the
simulation program simply stores the
information to be shared in an array
that can be accessed and modified by
any of the robots in the swarm.

For the demonstration program,
there will be four blue patrolling
robots in a swarm and one red
intruder robot as shown in Figure 1.
The intruder’s goal is to find its way to
one of the two safe zones located on
the left and right sides of the screen. 

As mentioned earlier, the robot’s

movements will be time-shared with
each robot taking a turn in sequential
order. In order to give the intruder a
better chance to succeed, it will be
able to move a maximum of 75 pixels
on each move, but patrolling robots
will be limited to 50 pixels when
pursuing the red bot. 

Providing such an advantage is
important because it increases the
need for a swarm. 

Each of the blue robots will
initially patrol an assigned area by
moving in the five-sided pattern
shown in the figure (they must be
spread out because they have to
defend both goals from a variety of
directions). Half of the robots patrol in
in a clockwise movement; the others,
counter-clockwise. 

As they patrol, the blue bots will
“look” for the intruder, but their vision
is limited to a scan distance of 130
pixels. Increasing this distance
improves the chances the intruder will
be detected; decreasing it improves
the odds for the intruder. 

Note also that there are many
green obstacles (perhaps shrubbery)
that the intruder can hide behind so
as not to be seen, or to make it
harder for patrolling robots to
approach and apprehend. It is also
worth mentioning that the patrolling
robots in this example only look in a
generally forward direction. 

This means it is possible for the

When your application is best handled by a group of robots,

they may have to work together in a swarm to solve the

problem. The simulation program discussed here makes it

easy to experiment with your own swarm.

Simulating a
Swarm
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intruder to follow behind a
patrolling robot without being
detected.

The blue robot’s movements
are always controlled by the
algorithms within the program.
The red robot, though, will be
moved manually as directed by
the user who simply clicks the
mouse at a point on the screen
where they want the intruder to go.
This gives the program a game-like
feel, with the user trying to outwit the
swarm.

The mouse clicks for moving the
red bot are detected using
RobotBASIC’s event-driven option, so
there are no restrictions on when you
can click. When it is the intruder’s
turn to move (remember the robot’s
movements are being time-shared in
sequential order), it will move toward
the last mouse-click position. It will
stop after moving 75 pixels or when it
reaches the click destination —
whichever comes first.

The two-dimensional array used
for swarm communication contains
five elements for each robot (including
the red bot). The information stored is
the robot’s color and its current X,Y
position and heading, as well as
the name of the subroutine that
controls that robot’s movements.
For the example program, the
primary item used by the swarm is
the name of the movement
subroutine. In the beginning, all
of the blue robots have the name
Patrol stored as their controlling
subroutine. Patrol just moves the
currently active robot along one
piece of their five-sided patrol
path and turns it 72° so that it
will be ready for the next
movement. 

If any of the patrolling robots
see the red robot, it needs to
activate the swarm because one
blue bot alone is not fast enough

to ensure capture of the intruder. For
that reason, the detecting robot
changes the name of its own
subroutine to Block and the name of
all the other blue-bot subroutines to
Track, initiating a totally new set of
behaviors.

The Block routine causes the
robot being controlled to attempt to
move halfway between the red robot
and the goal it is trying to reach.

The Track routine moves the
robot being controlled toward the
intruder. In both cases, the robot will
avoid obstacles (shrubbery or other
robots) as it moves toward its
intended position.

Ideally, the blocking robot will
inhibit the intruder’s progress toward
the goal long enough for the swarm
to arrive to surround and apprehend.

The blocking robot could continue
to update the intruder’s position using
its own position as a reference and
the direction and distance to the red
robot as an offset. However, to
simplify and expedite the simulation,
the tracking robots in the demo
program simply obtain the red robot’s
coordinates from the communication
array (after they have been informed
that the intruder has been spotted).

It is worth mentioning that the
time-sharing code that allows
sequential control of all of the robots
also uses the communication array to
know where to re-initialize each robot
when it is its turn to move.

Let’s see how well this simple
algorithm can control the swarm.
Figure 2 shows how the patrolling
robots reacted to the detection of an

By John Blankenship
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intruder. The light gray lines show
the paths taken by the robots.
Notice that one of the blue bots
has moved between the intruder
and the goal, while the remaining
three are tracking toward the red
robot as it moves. When they get
close enough, the intruder is
considered apprehended and the
game is over. Note: The program
has a setting to eliminate the
trails left by the robots as they
move about the screen.

Figure 3 shows another
attempt where the intruder
nearly wins. In this case, the red
robot moved in such a way that
the blocking bot got in the way
of a tracking robot that might
have made the apprehension.
Luckily, the blocking robot was
able to handle the job on its
own.

Figure 4 shows the red
robot trying to reach the right-
hand goal. Two of the pursuing
robot’s are delayed by having to
navigate around obstacles, but
the third is successful.

In Figure 5, the intruder is
actually able to avoid the swarm
and make it to the safe zone
primarly because it was able to
get fairly close to the goal before
being seen by the patrolling
robots. 

Notice also, that in this case,
two of the tracking robots were
again delayed because obstacles
blocked their pathway to the
intruder.

Remember, this article is not
really about the algorithms used
to control the swarm. Rather, it’s
about a simulation template that
allows you to experiment with
your own algorithms.

You can start by making
simple modifications to the
algorithms in the movement
subroutines provided (Track,
Block, and Patrol). You could, for
example, adjust how far the
patrolling robots can see or how
far the red or blue bots can move
when it’s their turn.

As you gain an
understanding of the program,
you can try changing the
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pathways used by the patrolling
robots or improve on the swarm’s
ability to avoid obstacles. Eventually,
you might want to create totally new
movement routines; perhaps even
have various robots assigned totally
different tasks based on their
proximity to the intruder. You can
create as many movement routines as
you want and invoke them simply by
placing their name in the appropriate
array element for a designated robot.

In all of these cases, you should
only have to modify the movement
routines themselves, as the main
program will handle everything
necessary to control multiple robots.

If you study how the time-sharing
is handled, you will see it is easy to
create a swarm with 10 or even 20
robots. Of course, the more robots
you use, the slower the program will
run.

You can download the full source
code from the article link. Numerous
comments in the code should make it
easy to understand; improve upon it
as you see fit. SV
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ust like the inevitable new entry in the
perennial horror movie franchise of the day,
another October means another punkin
chunkin robot. For all of those worrying that
yet another air cannon article would be as
tired as finding yet another Jigsaw apprentice

by the time we got to Saw 3D, fear not! We’re
completely mixing up the franchise like they did in
the Michael Myers’ free (and highly underrated)
Halloween III: Season of the Witch. Instead of
sinister Halloween masks, the fresh centerpiece of this
project is something that we have been seeking for a long
time: a simple and effective solution for linear motion.

This month, it was a real treat to work with the
mightyZAP linear servo motors from IR Robot. The
mightyZAPs are a line of linear servo motors that come in a
variety of different strengths, ranging from 6N to a
whopping 100N — all in a tiny servo motor package.

What mechanisms could the linear servos make as
simple and efficient as Jason Voorhees mowing down the
unfortunate visitors to Camp Crystal Lake? Would our
pneumatics-free punkin chunker be a trick or a treat? There
was only one way to find out.

The Hills Have Lines

The mightyZAPs solve a problem that is as ubiquitous
as the well-worn horror movie tropes of the final girl or the
unkillable villain: linear motion. There are so many
mechanisms that are most efficiently and easily achieved

with linear motion: lifters, pushers, pullers, stabbers, etc.
Any of these mechanisms can, of course, be achieved using
a run-of-the-mill rotary motor, but that usually requires
more complicated designs (like four bar linkages, cams,
Archimedes screws, racks and pinions, or many others) that
don’t efficiently translate the rotation into linear
displacement. The most straightforward way to solve a lot
of these problems seems obvious — a linear actuator!
However, that’s easier said than done — or rather, found.

Linear actuators are everywhere, but they don’t often
come in a package that can be easily implemented on a
small robotics project. A classic example of a powerful
linear actuator is a pneumatic piston, but that requires an
entire pressurized air system that for many projects would
seem as unnecessarily complicated as a Jigsaw trap.

Linear actuators also come in the electric motor
variety, but in our experience, the small ones have usually
been too pint-sized and strength-limited to be terribly
useful (like the disappointing monsters in Don’t Be Afraid
of the Dark), and the ones that are decently strong are
often quite bulky. It would be great to have a linear
actuator that was comparably sized to a standard servo
motor, but with enough power to create strong and
useful mechanisms.

That’s where the mightyZAPs from IR Robot come in.
As their name suggests, mightyZAPs are indeed a mighty
unit in a tiny package — much like Chucky from Child’s
Play. The mightyZAPs are comparably sized to standard
servos (57.5 mm long, 29.9 mm tall, and 15 mm wide),
and they come in strengths ranging from 6N to 100N.
The naming convention on the mightyZAPs bestows a
plethora of information about the device.

by Bryce Woolley and Evan Woolley

J

Punkin Chunker V:
Season of the
Linear Servo

THE MIGHTYZAP LINEAR SERVOS FROM IR ROBOT.

USB INTERFACE.
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The two mightyZAPs we got our hands on were
the L12-40PT-3 and the L12-100PT-3. The first letter
corresponds to the motor type. In our case, the L
meant that we had high performance coreless
motors in the hearts of our linear servos. The other
options for mightyZAPs are cored motors (designated
with a D) and a soon-to-be-released brushless option
(designated by a B). The number after the motor
designation corresponds to the voltage. In our case,
it was 12 for 12V, and the servos are also available in
a 7.4V option labeled with a 7.

The next set of numbers correspond to the rated
force of the linear servo — we had 40 for 40N and
100 for 100N. The mightyZAPs are also available in a host
of other strengths as diverse as the menagerie of creatures
inadvertently released in Cabin in the Woods: 6N, 12N,
13N, 20N, and 64N.

The next two letters refer to the communication
protocol. In our case, PT corresponds to PWM and TTL
control. There’s also an option for RS-485 designated by
the letter F. The last number in the sequence refers to the
stroke length of the rod. For our mightyZAPs, the 3
corresponds to a decent reach of 30 mm, and there are
future plans for 60 mm and 100 mm stroke lengths
(indicated by a 6 and 10, respectively).

The IR Robot website contains a treasure trove of
documents and software that is easily navigable, and that’s
where we discovered the rundown on a cool accessory for
the mightyZAPs: the IR-USB01 PC USB interface. The sleek
shrink-wrapped PCB (printed circuit board) can be used to
control parameters for the mightyZAPs using your
computer.

The IR-USB01 is equipped to connect to mightyZAPs
with both PWM and RS-485 interfaces, and has a USB
micro-B port for connecting to your computer. The
mightyZAP doesn’t come with a USB cable, but micro-B
cables are as common as a jump scare in a PG-13 horror
movie, so we don’t think that should present a hurdle to
anyone. The USB interface is used in conjunction with the
mightyZAP Servo Manager software, which can be
downloaded from the IR Robot website along with a
delightfully detailed user manual.

The Servo Manager can be used to do cool things like
set various parameters for the servos such as maximum
stroke, maximum speed, and even maximum force. An
interface like this is particularly useful given the surprisingly
high resolution on the linear servos, which boast position
control as fine as 100 µm.

One thing we really appreciated about the Servo
Manager manual is that it goes into great detail on the
initial setup of the software and connection to the device.
The manual painstakingly describes the process of ensuring
that you have the proper drivers, and the steps to selecting
the proper COM port. Too often these essential threshold
steps are glossed over, and the initial setup of a device

takes a tedious amount of troubleshooting.

The Mechanical Servo-pede

You don’t have to do any parameter adjusting or
programming of any kind if you don’t want to. The
mightyZAPs are ready to plug and play right out of the
box. Before plugging and playing, however, we had to
figure out a platform to plug them into. The input voltages
of the mightyZAPs are either a decent 7.4V or a brawny
12V. The two servos we had were both rated for 12V,
which made tracking down a suitable test platform a bit of
a challenge.

Our larger scale control systems run on 24V, and our
mini tank punkin chunker ran on 14.8V. We didn’t want to
push our luck by over-voltaging our cool new linear
actuators, so we took the cautious approach by selecting
our trusty VEX kit (which runs on 7.4V) as our preferred
prototyping platform. We hoped that under-voltaging the
servos wouldn’t too adversely affect performance, though
it would give us an easy excuse in case the mechanisms
didn’t meet expectations.

The mightyZAPs come with an assortment of wires,
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including PWM (pulse-width modulation) cables to connect
the servos to a controller, and some special wires to
connect the mightyZAPs to each other. One unique feature
of the mightyZAPs that we think is pretty awesome is the

ability to daisy chain several motors together. It’s
only slightly unnerving to see the servos move in
unison, like a small mechanical version of The
Human Centipede. All unnervingness aside, this
would be a great way to craft some very
sophisticated mechanisms with very simple wiring
and control.

A multi-stage arm could be controlled with the
single tilt of a joystick, or a symmetrical mechanism
that uses two servos acting in concert could be kept
perfectly in sync. It’s a cool feature and it’s nicely
executed — both ports are right next to each other,
keeping the wiring clean and compact.

The main annoyance with using the VEX system
as our prototyping platform was the vexing issue of
the funky ports on the control unit. The VEX control
unit sported sockets; so did the PWM cables that
came with the mightyZAPs. 

Fortunately, we had run into this issue with the
VEX kit often enough that we were as well prepared
as the final girl from You’re Next. We had male-to-
male PWM cables.

We wired up the servo motors in series, and
when we turned on the bot, our radio’s bright LEDs
on the servos flashed to life. As we tilted the
joystick, the rods extended and retracted in concert.
The speed of the 40N servo was a bit faster than the
100N servo, so instead of being perfectly in sync,
the servos appeared to do a coordinated dance.
Satisfied with the initial test, we were excited to see
how we could incorporate the motors into some fun
mechanisms.

We tend to avoid using servos in our projects
(and use them begrudgingly when we have to)
because of two main headaches: mounting things to

the servo shaft; and mounting the servo itself. We find
servo horns fiddly and annoying, like the insufferable
character that always has you rooting for Leatherface or
Freddy Krueger. The horns are usually plastic and fragile,

with an inscrutable pattern of holes that seems more
designed to be part of some demonic ritual than to
actually be helpful for mounting.

Plus, the mounting points on the servo body
itself are a bit awkwardly spaced, and usually require
you to break out the calipers to figure out the
necessary dimensions because good technical
drawings of basic servos can be hard to come by.
The mightyZAPs have elegant solutions for both
headaches.

The shafts of the linear actuators have threaded
holes in the end, and the mightyZAPs come with
some end-effector pieces to thread in. One small
metal piece has a through hole, allowing the servo
to firmly grip whatever you want it to push or pull
around. The shaft on the end-effector is a decent
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length, and adding a nut or two can allow
for some adjustment of the overall reach of
the actuator. We prefer this end-effector to
a servo horn as strongly as we prefer the
original classic to the shoddy remake (we’re
looking at you, Poltergeist).

So, what about mounting the servo
itself? At first glance, the body of the
mightyZAP appears to be so sleek and
smooth that it is as totally devoid of
mounting points as Hellraiser’s Pinhead is of
pity. However, the mightyZAP does indeed
have a mounting point — at the rear of the
unit.

The servo comes with a few plastic
mounting pieces. The base piece has a
beveled plus shape pattern that allows it to
firmly snap onto the servo. A screw keeps
everything tightly held together. The base
piece sports a through hole not unlike the
one on the end-effector, and that’s all you
need to firmly attach the servo to something. The plus
shaped beveling means that you can orient the through
hole in whatever direction is most convenient for your
project.

In addition to the base piece, the mightyZAP comes
with another bracket that picks up the through hole to
make a dandy little hinge. The bracket comes with its
own holes for mounting it to your project. All of your
mounting and designing can be done without having to
bust out the calipers to measure the servo dimensions.
The IR Robot website even has detailed technical
drawings with all of the key dimensions of the
mightyZAPs laid out for your convenience

Raising the Dead Weight

For our first mechanism using the mightyZAPs, we
opted to try out a type that we’ve often built in the past,
but always with rotary motors — a classic as iconic as
Night of the Living Dead: the lifting arm. We’ve outfitted
Ptorobot with a highly mechanically advantageous lifting
arm equipped with a pulley system, and we’ve
experimented with various four-bar lifter designs with the
MINDS-i Rover and other platforms. 

However, all of those lifters have taken some careful
design work. The most straightforward way to make a lifter
seems to be a linear actuator. So, would it be any good, or
would it run out of steam like Survival of the Dead?

We quickly fashioned a simple lifter with VEX parts,
opting for the upper hinged upward lifter. We attached the
40N servo with its rear mounting point to the VEX frame,
and used a screw through the through hole on the end-
effector to attach it to the underside of the lifter. We
hooked up the wires and were ready for the first test.

Tilting the joystick caused the lifter to move up and
down with the smooth grace of Regan MacNeil’s spinning
head in The Exorcist. The default zero position for the
mightyZAP is in the middle of the stroke, but can be
adjusted in the Servo Manager. 

Even so, we were impressed by the reach of the lifter.
Would we also be impressed with its strength? Lifting
seems like a simple enough task, until you take on a lot of
weight. Gravity doesn’t like to be cheated.

We wanted something heavy and seasonally
appropriate to test the lifter on, and a few hefty Stephen
King tomes fit the bill nicely. The lifter had no problem
with The Bazaar of Bad Dreams, so we moved on to the
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more ample volume of Desperation. The lifter didn’t seem
to have a problem, and the only limiting factor was the
tendency of the VEX robot base to tip over with a heavy
payload. 

When the robot was properly counterweighted, it
easily elevated the 700-plus page hardcover. If that’s what
the 40N servo could do, what would the 100N be capable
of?

We’re Here to Build Robots and
Chunk Pumpkins, and We’re All
Done Building Robots

Our first foray into punkin chunkin (in the October
2015 issue) was with our PVC cannon that used a sprinkler
valve that had a small port size, but was easily wired up to
be remote controlled. For the sequel (in the December
2015 issue), we upped the ante with a much larger
diameter ball valve for a cannon with a lot more power,
but without a good solution for actuating the valve. 

We made it a trilogy (in April 2016) with a scaled-
down mini tank punkin chunker. We kept the series going

(in April 2017) with a high pressure steel cannon chunker.
What could we do this time that would take advantage of
the linear servo motor while keeping the franchise fresh?

We could go for a different type of chunker, of course.
In the big leagues of punkin chunkin, there are several
different categories of chunker other than the air cannon.
A popular design that we’ve been itching to try is the
catapult. While the most popular catapult design for
chunkin looks to be the trebuchet, we wanted to try
something a little more straightforward that didn’t involve
as many moving parts as a carefully balanced and swinging
counterweight.

Another classic catapult design is the mangonel, which
uses torsion instead of a counterweight to fling
pumpkins into the great beyond. We just happened
to have plenty of torsion springs lying around from
some partially successful experiments in actuation for
the large diameter ball valve on the PVC cannon.

Pulling the boom arm on a mangonel back
engages the torsion spring and stores potential
energy. The difficult part is figuring out a good way
to release that energy. What at first blush seems like
the “easiest” option is pulling a pin to release the
boom. Just one simple motion. How hard could it
be?

Pretty hard actually — because of the shear
force. If the mangonel boom is pressing against the
pin, it creates a significant shear force that makes the
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pin difficult to remove. To overcome that shear force, you
need a linear actuator with some real strength. Would the
mightyZAP be up to the task?

We crafted our mangonel from scrap wood, and used
some aluminum conduit tubing for the fulcrum shaft. For
the mangonel basket, we employed a short section of PVC
tube, and for our pumpkin stand-in we used a bright
orange inflatable rubber ball that became appropriately
festive with a drawn-on jack-o-lantern grin. We used a nail
for the pin, then mounted a bracket that the mightyZAP
could pull on with the aid of some zip ties.

We weren’t entirely sure that the trigger mechanism
would work. The torsion spring we used had been fairly
beefy, and it took a little effort to pull the boom arm back
all the way. Our simple trigger pin design was easy, but not
necessarily the most effective way of minimizing shear
stress on the pin. 

Our initial tests showed that without being under
tension, the pin moved back and forth smoothly. So, under
tension would it work like a silver bullet on a werewolf, or
fail like a silver bullet in the torso on a zombie?

After the promising initial tests, we were ready to
chunk punkins (or at least our orange rubber punkin stand-
in). We set up the mangonel and VEX robot in a favorite
backyard punkin chunkin spot, weighted down the catapult
with some steel plates, pulled back the boom of the
mangonel, and armed the trigger. 

We found that the easiest way to arm the trigger was

actually to have it move under the power of the linear
servo. The movement was smooth and reliable, and the
boom was held fast by the pin.

The 100N mightyZAP — even at less than full voltage —
worked like a charm. It pulled the pin smoothly and easily,
and the mangonel sent our rubber impostor pumpkin
rocketing into the wild blue.

Closing Credits

The mightyZAPs — like wooden stakes and garlic to a
vampire slayer — are sure to become essential tools in our
robot projects. The compact units truly deliver on their
promise of being an easy and efficient way to achieve
linear motion. 

The servos are a little pricey (ranging from about $80
to just over $200), but the quality makes them a
worthwhile investment that we think is very competitive
with other high-end servos. Mighty indeed. SV
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P
art 1 also reviewed the I2C protocol, and developed
flowcharts and a Verilog state machine (i2c_interface.v).
Part 2 showed how to integrate the interface module with

a top level design, create a clocking structure and pinout, and
how to implement the test design in the Xilinx Vivado® tools.
Here in Part 3, I will show how the final bitstream can be
downloaded to the ARTY board and the Xilinx hardware
debugger used to observe the data results coming from the
PMOD sensors. The resulting temperature values are compared
against ambient conditions.

Testing the Design
To program the compiled design (bitstream) into the ARTY

board, connect a USB cable (standard-A plug to micro-B plug) to
a laptop with the Vivado cable drivers installed and attached to
the ARTY board micro USB connector. Ensure that the PMOD
sensor is plugged into the top row of pins (numbered 1-6) on the
PMOD JA connector.

Programming and working with the ARTY board does not
require a separate Xilinx programming cable, and power is
supplied to the board via the USB cable. Figure 2 shows how

In Part 1 of this three-part

series, I discussed the creation

of an I2C interface for a Silicon

Labs PMOD sensor combining

an Si1145 proximity/UV/ambient

light sensor with an Si7020

humidity/temperature sensor as

shown in Figure 1.

Interfacing an FPGA
PMOD Sensor 

with the Digilent Arty™ Board
Part 3 By Steven Howell

Figure 1. Silicon Labs’ PMOD sensor (Si7020 / Si1145).

Figure 2. Digilent ARTY evaluation board with SiLabs PMOD sensor attached
(broadcast I2C reset transaction on scope).
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this should look. (Ignore
the small board on top of
the RJ-45 connector.)

The Vivado project (as
set up in Part 2) should
look like Figure 3. The
entire set of Verilog
source files (top.v,
clock_module.v,
i2c_interface.v, and
i2c_setup_rom.v) are
shown together with the
constraint file
(ARTY_PMOD
_pinout.xdc) in the
Sources tab at the top
center. Below that in the
Statistics view, are the
counts of device resources
used by the
i2c_interface.v module. 

The left-hand Flow Navigator pane shows the processes
available for the source files, and the right-hand window
shows a piece of the Verilog code for the i2c_interface.v
file.

Creating the project is straightforward, and requires
creation of a new project in Vivado targeting the XC7A35T-
1LI part; adding the five files (Verilog plus constraints); and
then running the synthesis, implementation, and generate
bitstream steps from the Flow Navigator pane (right click >
run). The design should run through the generate step with
warnings (but not critical warnings or errors) that can be
ignored.

In the Flow Navigator pane, expand the Open
Hardware Manager selection, and click on Open Target.
Select Open New Target, and then Next. Leave the selection
defaulted to Local server, and click Next again.

Provided the board is powered, the cable is connected,
and the Vivado cable drivers have installed properly, the
board should be recognized. If not, double-check those
three items.

The next selection determines the JTAG clock frequency
used to connect with the debugging design inside the
FPGA. One of the most frustrating
experiences I’ve had with the Vivado tool is
when working with very slow logic (I2C, SPI,
etc.). The JTAG clock frequency should be
substantially slower than the slowest clock in
the FPGA that is going to be debugged.

In this case, I found that with the 4.6875
MHz clock, selecting a 2 MHz debug clock
caused intermittent problems with the
hardware debug windows, but the 1 MHz
debug clock was reliable. 

Faster JTAG clocks should be avoided. Set Figure 5. Selecting download bitstream and probes files.

Figure 4. Setting JTAG clock frequency for debug.

Figure 3. Vivado design project (ARTY board SiLabs PMOD interface).
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the clock frequency as shown in Figure 4; then select Next,
and Finish.

If the part is recognized by the cable, the Program
Device option under the Hardware Manager heading in the
Flow Navigator will be active. Select Program Device and
xc7a35t_0. The pop-up window in Figure 5 should appear,

and point to the location of the bitstream
(top.bit) and the debug file (debug_nets.ltx).
If, for some reason, the tool cannot find
these files (and you have done the steps to
build them), it may be necessary to browse
to the directory where the project was
created (similar directory structure as shown
in Figure 5) and identify them. Click
Program.

After this long journey, the tool should
now be showing the internal signals of the
FPGA. This will appear something like
Figure 6. There will be nothing in the Wave
window, since the design has not captured
anything and no trigger conditions are set
up. As a quick check to make sure the
debug core is operable, click on the Trigger
Immediate button (red arrow in Figure 6). If

the design is operating, the board is programmed, and the
debugger is communicating, then the green block on IDLE
should cycle quickly to FULL and some waveforms should
appear in the waveform window.

If no signals have been selected for display, click on the
+ symbol (green arrow in Figure 6) and add probe display
signals in the window. The trigger conditions can be
created using the + and the OR gate symbol (right blue
arrows in Figure 6), and then enabled using the Play
button (left blue arrows in Figure 6).

Additionally, the board should show some signs of life
if it’s programmed and the external 100 MHz clock is
present. LED5 should be blinking to show the presence of
the clock signal inside the design. 

If the Reset pushbutton (red pushbutton at the corner
of the board) is pushed, LED5 should stop blinking, and
LED2 should illuminate red to show the MMCM (FPGA clock
manager) is not locked.

Pushing BTN0 will cause the I2C reset command to be
sent to the PMOD sensor, and both the Si1145 and Si7020
should reset themselves internally. Moving SW0 to the on
position (away from the edge of the board) selects the
ROM addresses that contain the I2C commands for the
Si1145 device. 

Notice that all of this is arbitrary in the sense that the
design is written to do this. The functionality of the
pushbuttons or switches can be changed by altering the
Verilog and recompiling the design.

Of the two sensors, the Si1145 had the more
interesting capability: a proximity detection using reflected
light from an LED. Reviewing the Si114X Designer’s Guide
pages 26-27, I realized that useable proximity detection
would require additional dynamic baselining logic that I
hadn’t written yet. (Commands to set up and force
proximity measurements are available in the ROM micro-
code. 

However, the logic to make repeated measurements,

Figure 6. Hardware debug ILA window.
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compare them, and “detect”
something via reflectance is
something left to the reader.)

With the idea of just trying to
test the I2C interface and get a
verifiable measurement, I set out
to read a temperature value from
the Si7020. The steps encoded in
the ROM are as follows:

1. Read User Register 1. (Bit 7
and bit 0 show temperature
measurement resolution. Expect 0
and 0 for a 14-bit resolution
temperature measurement.)

2. Read temperature value
with no SCLK hold by the Si7020 x
2 (retries enabled).

3. Read temperature value
with SCLK hold by the Si7020 enabled x 2 (retries disabled).

These operations are written in the ROM
(i2c_setup_rom.v) at address
0x00-0x04. At the top level,
address pointers to the
beginning and end of the
micro-code are set up so that
when BTN1 (“INIT” signal) on
the board is pressed, the I2C
commands will execute.
(SELECT_1145 must be set to
off; SW0 towards the edge of
the board.)

The commands as they
appear in the ROM are shown
in Figure 7.

Using the setup shown in
Figure 8, I made some
temperature measurements to
confirm that the I2C interface
code and Si7020 were working.

In the debug ILA windows,

I set up the trigger so that I would capture the result of the
first “no hold” temperature measurement
(MSR_TEMP_NHOLD operation at address 0x01 in the

Figure 9. Temperature sense data waveform.

Figure 8. PMOD sensor setup for temperature measurements.

Figure 7. I2C commands encoded in
setup ROM.
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ROM). The NHOLD command is my own labeling
convention for commands where the I2C slave will not use
clock hold/clock stretch. 

The slave will respond with NOT acknowledges until the
data is ready. The result of the operation is shown in the
waveform capture in Figure 9.

Looking at the cursor at the left of the waveform, the
value in the sr_read_data register contains the two bytes of
the temperature value, along with a byte of the CRC to

confirm the value has been read correctly. Sr_read_data
[23:8] can be used along with the temperature calculation
in the Si7020 datasheet/page 23 to calculate the
temperature1:

Temperature © = (175.72 * (temp code = 0x6704 =
26372 decimal) / 65536) - 46.85

= 23.86°C
= 74.9°F

The CRC byte of 0x3f calculated
by the CRC logic in the design
matches the sr_read_data [7:0] value,
indicating the byte was correctly
received, and the temperature value
matched the 75°F reported by the
office thermostat. 

The next three temperature values
all approximately match the first result
and have correct CRC values.

Conclusion
Developing a small footprint I2C

interface is valuable to building
control logic in an FPGA. The code
developed here will not only work
with the PMOD, but can be used to
integrate other I2C devices with FPGA
control logic. 

The advantage in size (and thus
power) comes at the cost of needing
to understand Verilog and altering
ROM micro-code. SV
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1. Silicon Labs, “Si7020-A010 I2C Humidity and Temperature Sensor” p. 23.
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An Underwater
Drawing Robot

I’ve always enjoyed entertaining
new ideas about all sorts of things —
especially as applied to robotics in the
water. One guy who I met many years
ago heard that I was ‘into’ robotics
and told me about a unit he was
refining and hoped to sell when all
the kinks were out of his prototype.

He had begun designing a pool-
cleaning robot. That idea really
interested me as I did not enjoy being
the ‘pool boy,’ sweeping our pool in
the years before my three boys were
able to take over the job. He had
problems with the pool’s suction hose
pulling the robot over on the pool’s
bottom, and had given up on the
idea. Pool cleaning robots have
boomed, and today, there are dozens
of companies making hundreds of
different styles of pool robots.
However, that wasn’t his current
project at the time.

He wanted to perfect a robot that
would allow a kid to draw on the
bottom of the pool with some sort of
ink that would dissolve after a day or
so. The robot was remote controlled
via an ultrasonic transducer that hung
over the side of the pool, and a

handheld joystick was used to control
the robot’s speed and direction. When
a button on the top of the joystick
was depressed, some sort of pen with
this ‘special ink’ would drop down
below the robot’s body and make a
line.

In my mind, I immediately saw all
sorts of problems, such as
‘disappearing ink’ that did not
disappear, an unsupervised child
falling into the pool, and the obvious
“why not just give the child a piece of
paper and some colored pencils?”

Early Boat Hull
Cleaning Robot
Concept

Another robot idea that was
tossed my way by a guy I met at the
Dana Point Marina in California was a
boat bottom cleaning robot. I actually
saw the prototype and it made sense
to me. Boat hulls can become quite
fouled with all sorts of seaborne
growths and barnacles. Plus, I was co-
owner of a marine electronics
business in Dana Point at the time.
This was a new marina and
opportunities were ripe for all sorts of
marine and boating businesses.

We were both active scuba divers

and we took turns cleaning a few
boat hulls. One of us was on the dock
or boat and the other below in cold
and murky water filled with all sorts
of gook that we had scraped off hulls
by hand. We had to fight hard to stay
next to the hull as all of our cleaning
efforts pushed us away — much like
astronauts performing tasks outside
the space station. One had to be very
careful to not remove the very
expensive hull bottom paint while
scrubbing off the barnacles and
marine growth as good bottom paint
can cost upwards of $250 or more a
gallon. (Don’t complain about your
house paint costs anymore!)

I was very interested in robots at
the time and felt that his idea had
merit. Unfortunately, I have no photos
of his prototype but he showed me
how it worked as it was lying on the
driveway at his house. A gas engine
water pump drove two counter-
rotating bristle brushes, and the
brushes’ motor was a water pump
working in reverse. His demo had us
both sprayed with water as it danced
around his driveway.

One jet of water sprayed outward
from the brushes to keep them
against the hull. Normally, the water
for the pump was supplied by sea
water, but he had his garden hose
supplying the needed water for his
demonstration.

The hull cleaning was
accomplished by two people on the
deck of the boat — each holding a
rope attached to the robot under the
hull. The two operators would slowly
walk forward and aft, guiding the
robot along first up one side of the
boat then up the other side. The

by Tom Carroll
TWCarroll@aol.com

Unique Robots
Over the Years
I’ve seen many robots come and go over the years. Some were

examples of  brilliance and were successes from the start.

Some were quite unique and truly solved a problem or task,

while others were what might be described as ‘What were you

thinking?’ I’ll start off  with a few ideas that I examined years

ago. Both were water-borne robots and interested me as I was

an active diver and loved swimming.
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operators would then move a step
and repeat the process. He had an
underwater camera but was planning
to add lighting since he could never
see the hull clearly enough to
determine just how clean it was. I
never got back with the guy to see
how his idea had progressed, but I
feel that he was on the right track
and the need was certainly apparent.

Boat Hull Cleaning
Robot

While I’m on the subject of boat
hull cleaning, I’d like to talk about
some actual boat cleaning robots of
today that are quite successful.
Cleaning hulls of boats and ships is
now a very important task and quite
profitable for those in the business.
The Hulltimo Pro hull-cleaning robot
for small boats to larger yachts is
shown in Figure 1.

The following is an excerpt from
the April 2014 issue of Sail Magazine
about the robot:

“Maintaining a clean bottom has
been the bane of a sailor’s existence
since time out of mind: but no more.
Now, you can get the job done
efficiently with Hulltimo’s Pro hull-
cleaning robot, which can reportedly
clean the hull of a 34 foot boat in as
little as 1.5 hours. This neat robot is
eco-friendly too. Instead of using soap
or chemical cleaning products, it has a
debris-collecting filter that you can
easily and properly empty out once

the robot has been taken
out of the water. The
system is also specifically
configured to go easy on
your bottom paint, so there

will still be plenty of antifouling below
the waterline when it’s done.” The
price: $3,105.

Large Ships Use Fleet
Cleaner Robots 

The European company, Fleet
Cleaner successfully completed its first
hull cleaning in December 2016. The
largest vessel of the Royal Netherlands
Navy, the HNLMS Karel Doorman was
spruced up by a very large robot ROV
cleaner shown in Figure 2. Since
there is a difference in the depth that
a ship rides from fully loaded to
empty, up to 20% of the fouled hull
area can be cleaned
above the waterline
when empty in port.

Their aim is to
offer the most
complete ship hull
cleaning service to
significantly reduce
fuel costs for shipping
companies. Marine
growth causes
significant drag for
large and small
vessels alike, requiring
more fuel to keep the
required speed for
the vessel. 

The Fleet Cleaner
installation is able to
scrub a vessel during
loading and
unloading in ports.

Due to the use of
controllable high
pressure waterjets,
the coating is not
damaged during the
cleaning process. 

All removed
fouling is captured by
the ROV and filtered
by the support
system, resulting in an
environmentally

friendly hull cleaning solution.

The Resurrection of
Eric: A Robot from
RUR

Let’s step back in time a bit and
talk about a unique robot project that
was inspired in 1920; its presence has
continued to this day. It begins with
the birth of the word, ‘robot’ that has
inspired not only this magazine, but
so many of us readers. The original
Eric was built at a time when robots
had just become part of popular
culture in Great Britain. That unique
word robot was first introduced to the
English language through the amazing
play by Czech writer, Karel Kapek,
“R.U.R.” back in 1920. R.U.R. stands
for Rossumovi Univerzální Roboti
(Rossum’s Universal Robots). Eric was

built by retired
journalist, Captain W.
H. Richards and
engineer, A. H.
Reffell. Eric made his
debut when he gave
a speech at the
Society of Model
Engineers’ meeting in
1928 when the
original speaker
bowed out. This was
just a few years after
the word robot was
first coined in the
play.

The photo in
Figure 3 shows the
two men working on
the robot back in
1928. The lightweight
aluminum arms and

To post comments on this article and find any associated files and/or downloads,
go to www.servomagazine.com/index.php/magazine/issue/2017/10.

Figure 1. Hulltimo remote control hull cleaning robot.

Figure 2. Fleet Cleaner robot in the Port of
Rotterdam.

Figure 3. Eric, the original RUR
robot from 1928.
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legs kept the robot’s weight down
to just 99 pounds. Crowds were
wowed by Eric, and he charmed
dignitaries and celebrities as he
travelled about the globe with his
makers, visiting the UK, US, and
Europe. The lady shown in Figure 4
seems quite at ease shaking the
robot’s hand. When on display, Eric
could stand and sit back down. His
head could move side to side and his
mouth was fitted with electrodes
hooked to a 35,000 volt transformer
that displayed a row of noisy sparks
spitting out of his mouth. Eric also
had light bulbs for eyes — a must for
all robots of those days.

When the human-sized humanoid
was first built, “it became known as
the UK’s first robot,” according to
British press. The New York Press
described it as the ‘perfect man,’ and
as Eric toured both the UK and the
world with his creators, it dazzled
audiences with its stout tinny exterior
and flashing teeth. Another robot,
George, was made after him, and
records indicate that George was
destroyed in World War II bombing
raids in the town of Surrey.

Somewhere along the line, Eric
also disappeared. Was he lost, thrown
out, destroyed, or recycled for spare
parts? No one knows. The Science
Museum in London crowd-funded a

project to rebuild Eric. The museum’s
curator, Ben Russell expected to raise
around $45,000 to rebuild the
humanoid from scratch. Russell joined
up with an artist and robotics expert,
Giles Walker to revive Eric as best as
they could for modern audiences, and
to immortalize it forever for Britain’s
robot history.

By resurrecting Eric, Russell and
Walker wanted to make people re-
evaluate the place of robots within
our history and society at large. Eric
was completed and made his modern-
day debut at the museum’s robot-
themed display in February of this
year. You can see the
shiny new robot with
RUR letters adorning his
chest in Figure 5.

The FarmBot 
Next, let’s jump

over to another unique
robot of the present
day: the FarmBot
(shown in Figure 6).
Developed by
mechanical engineer
and CEO of the
company, Rory Aronson,
this robot has been in
the news in magazines,

TV, and Internet stories. Aronson
graduated from Cal Poly University at
San Luis Obispo with a degree in
mechanical engineering and a long-
term interest in benefitting the
environment with unique challenges.
His company, FarmBot is also situated
in San Luis Obispo in the south central
California farm area.

Right now, his company consists
of a single employee, but if you look
at Aronson’s website at https://
farmbot.io, you will be amazed at
how one person who started at a
Maker Space has developed such a
well-crafted product. An early
prototype is shown in Figure 7.

His production model is designed
for a small growing patch available in

Figure 6. Backyard FarmBot setup.

Figure 5. Newly minted clone, Eric at
the London Science Museum.

Figure 7. FarmBot prototype in maker space.

Figure 4. A lady approaches Eric in 1928.
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most backyards, but it can easily be
up-scaled to a much larger area by
adding more rails and a wider side-to-
side travel. 

One of the videos on the site
even shows you how he packaged the
different parts for shipment so that
the purchaser can see the best way to
open and utilize the components in
assembly. It reminds me of a large
CNC machine or X-Y plotter, with the
Z axis being the tool head for the
different ‘farming’ functions.

Aronson uses a Raspberry Pi 3
model B microcontroller and a generic
Mega 2560 controller board shown in
a weather-proof case in Figure 8 for
the computing power of the unique
robot farmer. He uses quality extruded
aluminum beams and stepper motors
for the structure and motive power of
the system, and the main ‘head’
assembly consists of selectable seeder,
watering, weeding, or soil sensor
magnetic attachments for the
different functions needed when
growing crops.

The FarmBot Genesis v1.3 costs
$2,595 plus $95 shipping. The nice
thing about the whole FarmBot idea is
that all aspects of its construction,
programming, and modification tips
are available online as open source
items.

The TIAGo Service
from PAL Robotics

The Bristol Robotics Laboratory in

Britain recently hosted the first
European Commission funded
European Robotics League (ERL)
tournament for assistive and service
robots to be held in the UK. The ERL
is an innovative concept for robot
competitions as this one was centered
on home service robots. 

The ERL is composed of multiple
local tournaments held in different
research labs across
Europe, with some
finalists in the
competitions
becoming part of
major tournaments
such as RoboCup. The
Bristol Robotics
Laboratory is certified
as a test bed, not only
for assistive robots
but for all types of
mobile and industrial
versions.

One of the robots
in the home service
robot competition
was the TIAGo robot
shown in a simulated
kitchen environment
in Figure 9 from PAL
Robotics, SL based in
Barcelona, Spain. 

Featuring SLAM navigation with
obstacle avoidance in unstructured
environments, it has people awareness
with multiple sensors. Figure 10
shows the small base and the single
pick-and-place multi-axis arm with an
interchangeable end-effector
(hand/gripper). The arm has a large
reach from ground level to 1.5 m.

TIAGo has multi-language speech

recognition. It has a front-mounted
RGB-D camera for face detection and
recognition, and even object
recognition and pose estimation. The
robot can serve as a remote
telepresence system with

teleoperation. PAL
Robotics was also the
developer of the
REEM-C robot shown
in Figure 11.

Promotional
Robots of
the Early
‘80s

Computers were
crude in the late ‘70s
and early ‘80s, and
very few robots had
any sort of computer
control as most were
remotely controlled —
especially promotional
robots. Considering
that most of the

general public were totally uninformed
about technology (and robots in
particular), PT Barnum-like hucksters
managed to make an inroad into the
promotional robot boom. They liked
to present themselves as showmen or
‘promoters of magic,’ but some of the
builders and sellers of these
promotional robots were —
unfortunately — absolute liars about
the capabilities of their products.

Figure 8. Farmbot's weatherproof
electronics.

Figure 10. Well-designed PAL Robotics
TIAGo specs.

Figure 9. Home service robot test in Bristol
Robotics Lab.

Figure 11. REEM-C robot from
Pal Robotics.
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The Good Guys
of Promotional
Robots

Fortunately, most of
the promotional robot
operators/performers are
an honest bunch, and have
created a lot of joy for
thousands of people over
the years. Many robots are
‘hired,’ along with their
operators to entertain
people at events such as
the opening of malls and
stores, and numerous
other activities and
locations that need a
unique presentation. Many
are used to travel up and
down the aisles at trade shows,
promoting a particular vendor’s
products to the gathered crowds. An
operator is usually standing off to the
side with a standard model aircraft
type radio control transmitter and a
wireless mic for audience feedback
through the robot’s built-in speakers.
This is still popular, though not quite
as prevalent as in the early to mid
‘80s.

Fuber D. Robot
Fubar D. Robot is a Futuristic

Uranium Bio Atomic Robot as stated
in his bio sheet. The drawing from a
brochure shown in Figure 12 shows a
light-hearted view of the internal
workings of the robot. 

Fubar is shown with a model
holding a Mongoose BMX bike in a

promotional photo in Figure 13.
In an article for The Alton

Telegraph in 1986 by Lorie McCrea,
she was commenting about the
Consumer Electronics Show at the
Cervantes Convention Center in St.
Louis when she quoted Fubar as
saying to attendees: “Just call me
Fubie.” McCrea called the five foot tall
robot a “charmer in armor” as he
zipped among the show’s booths.

Fubar happened to be at an
opening of a mall near my home in
Long Beach, CA in the mid ‘80s, and I
just had to go see him. At first, I was
thinking that the promotional robot
was remotely controlled like all the
ones I had seen previously. As Fubar
rolled along on his rather long base
down a narrow hallway, I could see
no person near him that could
possibly be guiding him. I then heard
the squeal of audio feedback in the
narrow space and it dawned on me
that the person speaking the
humorous shtick was inside the robot.
How ingenious!

Gene Beley of
Android Amusement

I’ve known Gene Beley for over
35 years, and he’s one of the shining
lights of not only promotional robots,
but robotics in general. In his early

days, he was approached by a person
who did not share Gene’s honesty
and character, but tried to convince
him to handle several of his
promotional robots. He wanted Gene
to tell his customers that his robots
had all sorts of desirable features such
as the ability to teach French to
children and other impossible skills. All
promotional robots of that era — such
as the Quasar unit shown in Figure
14 — and for many years later were
nothing more than large remote
controlled toys. Gene was quite
successful in using the robots as
amusement devices.

As a journalist for several
newspapers (including his own), Gene
realized the false hype and decided to
develop his own series of successful
promotional robots such as the Mr. ‘T’
Telebot shown in Figure 15. With

Figure 15. Gene Beley and his friend,
Ray Bradbury.

Figure 12. Futuristic Uranium Bio Atomic Robot brochure.

Figure 13. Fubar takes a model for a ride.

Figure 14. Quasar Klatu robot posed to
simulate vacuuming.
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Gene is author, Ray Bradbury.
Bradbury was an inspiration to
Gene, as well as to many
other people.

I’ve worked with other
very honest promotional robot
business people and would
recommend readers to look
into building and using this
type of robot to entertain
people. I’ve built a few over
the years myself, such as the
DCP 2000 in Figure 16 that I
built for Beverly Hills children’s dentist,
David Powell. I also built Squirt shown
at the left in Figure 17
that I used at Long
Beach schools to
entertain kids. A
duplicate of his inner
structure is shown in
the middle. The robot
to the right is the
amazing Charlie made
by Jim Hill. Charlie
graced the cover of a
1984 Popular
Mechanics magazine.

In the mid ‘80s, I
had the chance to build
four action prop robots
for the movie, Revenge
of the Nerds shown in
Figure 18. The two
stars are shown in
Figure 19 ‘building’

the robot at the beginning of the film.
There are some much more attractive

and popular robots
such as Sico shown in
Figure 20. This is one
of the most attractive
and unique
promotional robots that
I’ve ever seen.

The Robots
of Odetics
and Boston
Dynamics

I’d like to close out
this article by
highlighting some of
the most unique
walking robots I’ve ever
seen made by two
companies: Odetics,

(now Iteris Holdings, Inc.) back
around 1983, and Boston Dynamics.
Figure 21 shows Odetics software
engineer, Robert Drap next to their
six-legged robot: Odex 1.

The robot was unveiled at an
RI-SME robotics conference in 1984,
and wowed the attendees with a
video of Odex climbing out of the

back of a small pickup truck, and then
lifting the back of the truck with a
bracket atop its head. 

I was there and could not wait
until I got back to California where I

Figure 21. Robert Drap and Odex 1.
Figure 20. Sico built by

Robert Doornick.

Figure 19. Revenge of the Nerds stars 'build' their robot.

Figure 17. Squirt and Charlie at a photo shoot for
Discover Magazine.Figure 16. DCP 2000 robot for

Beverly Hills children's dentist,
David Powell.

Figure 18. Revenge of the Nerds robot.
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was able to visit Odetics and
‘play’ with the Odex in person.
Odetics later became a leader in
onboard satellite recorders and
similar technology.

Boston Dynamics was started
by Marc Raibert of MIT fame.
Raibert — long known in the
robotics research community for
his dynamically balancing walking
robots at MIT — left the university
in 1992 to begin his own
company. 

Later bought by Alphabet
(Google), Boston Dynamics was
purchased by Japan’s SoftBank
this past June.

Boston wowed the world
with its Big Dog walking robot
developed for the military and
shown on the right in Figure 22.
Their Atlas robot shown on the
left is an improved model
developed after the DARPA Robotics
Challenge (DRC) in 2016. 

People were laughing at the DRC
entrant robots as they fell on their
sensor-laden faces during the
competition, including a larger Atlas
used by many of the competitors. The
new and smaller Atlas is far more
nimble. 

Go to the Boston Dynamics site to
see the Atlas and the amazing
SpotMini shown in Figure 23.

Final Thoughts
Of course, these are my ideas of

which robots are the most unique.
Each of you have your own personal
favorites, and quite likely have made
one or more robots of your own
design that would put many of the
robots that I listed to shame. 

Keep up that work in robot
development! SV

Figure 22. Boston Dynamics' lineup of amazing robots.

Figure 23. Spot Mini by Boston Dynamics.
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The SERVO Webstore

Robotics Demystified
by Edwin Wise

YOU DON'T NEED

ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE TO

LEARN ROBOTICS!

Now anyone with an

interest in robotics 

can gain a deeper

understanding —

without formal training,

unlimited time, or a genius IQ. In Robotics

Demystified, expert robot builder and author

Edwin Wise provides an effective 

and totally painless way to learn about the 

technologies used to build robots! $19.95 

Robots and Robotics: Principles,
Systems, and Industrial 

Applications                 
by Rex Miller and Mark Miller

Written by a pair of

technology experts and

accomplished

educators, this

comprehensive

resource provides a

solid foundation in

applied industrial

robotics and robot

technology. You will get straightforward

explanations of the latest components,

techniques, and capabilities along with

practical examples and detailed illustrations.

$90.00

ROBOTICS
Arduino Robot Bonanza

by Gordon McComb
Create high-tech 
walking, talking, and
thinking robots.
"McComb hasn’t
missed a beat. It’s an
absolute winner!"

Breathe life into the

robots of your dreams

— without advanced

electronics or programming skills. Arduino

Robot Bonanza shows you how to build

autonomous robots using ordinary tools and

common parts. Learn how to wire things up,

program your robot's brain, and add your

own unique flair. 

$29.95 

CD-ROM SPECIALS

Making Things Move: 
DIY Mechanisms for Inventors,

Hobbyists, and Artists
by Dustyn Roberts

In Making Things Move:
DIY Mechanisms for
Inventors, Hobbyists,
and Artists, you'll learn
how to successfully build
moving mechanisms
through non-technical
explanations, examples,
and do-it-yourself 
projects — from kinetic
art installations to 
creative toys to energy-harvesting devices.
Photographs, illustrations, screenshots, 
and images of 3D models are included for
each project. 
$29.95

Build Your Own 
Humanoid Robots

by Karl Williams

GREAT 'DROIDS, INDEED!

This unique guide to

sophisticated robotics

projects brings

humanoid robot

construction home to

the hobbyist. Written by

a well-known figure in

the robotics community,

Build Your Own

Humanoid Robots

provides step-by-step directions for six

exciting projects, each costing less than

$300. Together, they form the essential

ingredients for making your own humanoid

robot. $24.95
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To Order Call 800 783-4624
or visit our webstore
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Robot Builder's Sourcebook 
Fascinated by the world of robotics but

don’t know how to tap into the

incredible amount of information

available on the

subject? Want the

names, addresses,

phone numbers, and

web sites of

companies that can

supply the exact

part, plan, kit,

building 

material, 

programming 

language, operating system & 

computer system? Robot Buider’s

Sourcebook is just what you’ve been

looking for!

$36.00
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PROJECTS

The SERVO Buddy Kit

An inexpensive circuit you can build to 

control a servo without a microcontroller.

For more information,
please check out the

May 2008 issue
or go to the 

SERVO webstore.

Includes an article reprint.

$39.55

3D LED Cube Kit

SPECIAL OFFERS

Order online 
www.servomagazine.com

From the 
article “Build
the 3D LED
Matrix Cube”
as seen in the
August 2011
issue of
Nuts & Volts Magazine.

This kit shows you how to build a really
cool 3D cube with a 4 x 4 x 4 
monochromatic LED matrix which has a
total of 64 LEDs. The preprogrammed
microcontroller that includes 29 patterns
that will automatically play with a runtime
of approximately 6-1/2 minutes.
Colors available: Green, Red, Yellow & Blue.
Jig and plastic cases also available.

$57.95
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PS2 Servomotor Controller Kit

This kit accompanied with your own
PlayStation controller will allow you to

control up to six servomotors.
Includes all components and 

instruction manual.
For more information, please see the

February 2011 
edition of SERVO Magazine.
Assembled units available!

$79.95

Build Your Own Quadcopter
by Donald Norris 

Build and customize

radio-controlled

quadcopters that take

off, land, hover, and

soar. Build Your Own

Quadcopter features

step-by-step assembly

plans and experiments

that will have you

launching fully

functioning quadcopters in no time. This fun,

do-it-yourself guide fuels your creativity with

ideas for radical enhancements, including

return-to-home functionality, formation flying,

and even artificial intelligence!

$50.00
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